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Fer ran t i. In deep where 
action i nfor mat ion and fire control 
really count 
Ferranti supremacy in naval systems is 

not confined to surface ships. It goes deep into 
the world of submarines. 

For many years Ferranti Action 
Information and Fire Control Systems have 
been fitted both in conventional and nuclear 
submarines for the Royal Navy and overseas 
navies. 

KAFS, one of 'he Ferranti series of 
Modular Combat Systems, combines the 
latest technology with the vast experience 
Fenanti has gained in this field. It provides a 
four-display, two-position console with full 
AIO/FC facilities at each position. 
Microprocessor-controlled weapon firing 
modules are incorporated which also provides 
comprehensive fallback and training modes. 

Because KAFS is part of Ferranti Modular 
Combat Systems it can be configured to suit 
most submarine types. 

KAFS is now in production. 

Ferranti Computer Systems Limited, 
Western Road, Bracknell, 
Berkshire RG12 IRA 
Telephone: 0344 3232 Telex: 848117 

FERRANTI 
Computer Systems 
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The HMAS Stirling bated destroyer escort HMAS STUART pictured at speed during 
manoeuvres on 8th March. 1984. She is flanked by the patrol boats HMAS ADROIT 

I leading) and HMAS ASSAIL ADROIT is manned by the Fremanrle Port Division of the 
RASR. IPnolo - LSPHSieve 3-vee; 

COVER PHOTOS 
22nd November. 1983. and HMS HERMES steams into Portsmouth ax the end of W 
weeks on exercises in the Mediterranean, effectively marking the end of her sea-going 
Royal Navy service. Later she underwent a period of dockyard maintenance in Devonport 
in early 1984. She is now employed in training tasks alongside in Portsmouth Naval Base. 
The ship ts flying her paying off pendant, which is normal practice on return from service 

at sea prior to going into dockyard. iPnoio - ftoyav Nttvyi 
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THE NATO 
STANDARD ASW 

HELICOPTER 
IS ANYTHING BUT 

STANDARD. 
Navy Lynx, the only helicopter to have engaged and destroyed 

enemy targets in total darkness in state 7 seas, 
also provides air-sea rescue, fisheries protection, 

medivac, cargo and natural disaster transport 
for eight countries. 

Lynx-3 with third generation 
technology advances Lynx capabilities to 

maintain superiority over the ever increasing 
surface and supmanne threat 

• westtand Helicopters Yeovil 

Engiond Represented Py 
• • Hawker Pacific Pty Ltd 
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THE 
EIHTOira 
C O M M E N T 
ONE of the most important facets of an 

effective fleet at sea is the support it receives 
both afloat and ashore. In the former category 
the Royal Australian Navy relies on such ships as 
STALWART, SUPPLY, JERVIS BAY and 
TOBRUK, plus dozens of smaller vessels, to 
provide an extensive range of services. 

Ashore, the need 10 support is just as important. In the Garden 
Island region one or the most important establishments is HMAS 
KUTTABUL, presently commanded by CMDR Peter Hugonnet. This 
issue of "The Navy" features a comprehensive pictorial description of 
HMAS KUTTABUL, both past and present. In subsequent issues we 
hope to present the stories of HMAS CERBERUS and HMAS 
STIRLING. 

On the foreign affairs front, we are given an insight into the new 
Soviet missile cruiser SLAVA and 'from the west' a series of dramatic 
photographs of the West Australian Navy, recently revitalised by the 

modernised destroyer escort HMAS STUART, new patrol boats and 
support craft. HMAS HUON, the first torpedo boat destroyer to be 
totally constructed in Australia is described by John Mortimer. 

As this issue of "The Navy" makes its appearance, one of the Royal 
Australian Navy's most valuable fleet units celebrates 25 years in 
commission. The ship is of course HMAS VAMPIRE, now serving as a 
training ship in support of the larger JERVIS BAY. The October issue 
will include a brief tribute to the destroyer in her silver jubilee year. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
Thanks are due to John Bird. Michael Burgess, PO Steve Dent, 

Peter Farr, CMDR Peter Hugonnet. Vic Jeffery, Michael Mel liar-Phelps. 
John Mortimer. Leut Joe Straczck. the various Naval Reserve Cadet 
units and the photographers of the Royal Australian Navy. 

DEADLINE 
The deadline for tbc October issue it 1st August. 1984. 

SHIPBUILDING IN AUSTRALIA 
New South Wale-i follows are Invited to Tattertalfs Club, 
Elizabeth Street. Sydney on Wednaaday. October 3 at 8.30 

pm. 
The programme arranged includes three qualified speakers 
who will present Shipbuilding tn Australia', naval/merchant 
vessels, now and in th* future, followed by an open forum 

and supper at the close of the evening 
Cost will be 810.00 per head 

Additional details will be mailed to fellows in the near future. 

I'l0*i~l*00g*ii 

Fishing For What? 

MUCH has been written over the past few 
years, in both government and non-govern

ment circles, for and against proposals for 
establishing a joint venture in the Australian 
Fishing Zone, between Australia and the Soviet 
Union. 

As recently as October 1983. the Australian participants in the 
'•fixed Commission on Trade and Economic Co-operation between 
vustralia and the USSR held in Moscow, confirmed that our govern
ment "was prepared to consider the applications for access lo the 
\ustralian Fishing Zone". 

A proposal for such a venture was made lo the Tasmanian 
government in 1979 with a view to establishing extensive facilities in 
Hobart to support a Soviet fishing fleet operating in the waters to the 
outh of Australia. The facilities were to include the provision of a dry 
ock for repairs, the provision of food, fuel and other supplies, 
ccommodation for exchange crews and landing arrangements for 
oviel aircraft. 

The negotiations were at an advanced level in October 1980, with 
he Tasmanian Premier in Moscow negotiating the purchase of the drv 
lock. 

Strong opposition to the Federal Government by the Navy League 
. nd others fearful of the serious defence implications of such a proposal, 
succeeded in achieving that government s intervention and bringing 
l bout an end to the negotiations. 

In the intervening years the Soviets have achieved some small 
measure of success in negotiating with the New Zealand government 
nd are presently endeavouring to set up shop in Portland, Victoria. 

So much for the historical background. Some have argued that any 
tep toward mutual co-operation with the USSR is a good thing in 
siablishing links between east and west and there is much to be said for 
uch a point of view. It was with the aim of the strengthening of those 
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links that the Navy League entertained the Russian Ambassador and 
members of his staff in Melbourne in 1983, but it is essential that we are 
selective in choosing those areas of mutual co-operation and imperative 
that such moves, made perhaps for short term commercial gain do not 
lead in the longer term to problems particularly of defence and also in 
the case in point to potential environmental problems. 

The defence implications have been well documented. The fact that 
all Soviet ships including merchant and fishing craft, come under the 
direction of the Soviet Navy, the fact that the captains of these vessels 
hold commissions in the Soviet Navy and that many of the vessels carry 
sophisticated surveillance equipment, leads to the proposed venture 
being one that virtually offers home porting facilities to a part of the 
Soviet Navy. 

In his book "A Crime Against the World". Vladil Lysenko, a former 
merchant service officer and a former Senior Captain in the USSR 
fishing fleet, a man highly respected and decorated by his own people, 
describes some of the activities of the Russian fleets. Passages which 
refer to the warlike uses of the merchant fleets and of over fishing and 
destruction of marine species, give much cause for alarm. 

No matter how liberal one's views may be in terms of consorting 
with one's political opposites, it muu be accepted that there is an 
element of risk in the current proposal and it is in my view a risk that we 
cannot afford and must not take. 

Rather let us encourage and require some government initiatives 
that seeks to develop our own fishing industry, so that the natural 
resources in and adjacent to our own waters may be exploited in a 
controlled and environmentally acceptable fashion and enjoyed to (he 
fullest extent by our own people. 

- i •> WM» ^ wJl 
B. J. BIRD. 

fr*rt*i fur- PmUnt. 
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Forward and aft gantries, side and deck units, bulwarks. 
etc for HMA'S Success completely supplied and fabricated by: 

ARCFLOW Pty Ltd 
General Engineers and Boilermakers , 

KURNELL, NSW 
(02) 668 9244 

SLAVA 

New Soviet Missile Cruiser 
A b r i d g e d b y S H T A N D A R T 

-.-ft 

SI.AVA. in company with a Soviet support ship and submarine (rear) and HMS ACHILLES in the foreground. (P*oio — Royal navyi 

ON 15th September, 1983, the new cruiser SLAVA emerged from the Bosporus and headed for the North 
Atlantic Ocean. The first of only two ships of this class to be delivered so far from the 61 Kammuna yard at 

Nikolayeo, she took an unusually long time of six years to construct, being followed by more than a year of sea 
trials; this whole period beginning with her launching in 1976. 

The teething troubles usually encountered with a new type or class 
or ship were compounded with greater combat suite complexity, allied to 
equipment delivery delays from the supplies, a situation with which 
western naval customers are of times depressingly familiar. 

Although the SLAVA's highly unusual appearance gives the initial 
impression that the ship represents a new generation of Soviet cruisers, 
closer scrutiny reveals that this is not the case. Only weapon systems 
already fitted on the Kiev, Kirov and Sovremennii classes have been 
used, albiet in different installations in some cases. The SLAVA appears 
to have been designed as a less expensive version of the KIROV: more of 

Port bow view of SLA VA. The anti-submarine rocket launcher is located 

to the right of the rapid-fire anti-aircraft guns. (Prtoto — Roy Navyi 

Jury, 1984 THI 

an escon vessel than a command ship, but, like the KIROV, with the 
emphasis in the armament on anti-surface warfare. 

The hull of the SLAVA is clearly based on the latest of the KARA 
class cruisers, varying only slightly in the three major dimensions. The 
hull has been lengthened by 14 metres to accommodate a new surface-to-
air weapon system, with a consequent one metre increase in beam. The 
hull is now one deck deeper than thai of the KARA, with a consequent 
increase in freeboard of 1.7 metres and there is increased flare at both 
bow and stern. Quite distinct from the KARA's is the unusually high 
bridge and the pyramid shaped pile of the enclosed foremast. The 
superstructure in general is configured with regard to the positioning of 
the eight pairs of cylindrical container-launchers for the SS-N-12 
"Sandbox" surface-to-surface missiles. 

These launchers are mounted one behind the other, four pairs per 
side of the forward superstructure, all facing forward over one another 
and at a fixed elevation of 16*. The estimated dimensions of these 
containers plus the presence of the "Trap Door" missile-control radar 
(also fitted to KIEV), indicates the presence of the SS-N-12 which has a 
range of 300 nautical miles. There is no provision for reloads. 

Two rows of four vertical launch tubes for (he SA-N-6 long range 
surface-to-air missile are located abaft the funnels near the large crane. 
This missile has a range of 30 nautical miles and 64 reloads are carried. 
In addition, an SA-N-4 "Gecko" short-range SAM sito with its (win 
launcher is fitted on each side of (he af( end of (he helicopter hanger. jus( 
a( (he beginning of the quarterdeck. The twin launcher normally retracts 
into the silo when not in use. Twenty of these eight nautical mile range 
missiles are normally carried in each silo 

A fully-automatic (win 130mm multi-purpose L-70 gun turret is 
installed right forward, ahead of (he breakwater. Each water-cooled 
barrel is capable of 65 rounds per minute, with a maximum range of 
28,000 metres. Both close-fitted barrels elevate together through an arc of 
—S* to * 80* and the mounting is unusual ;nsofar as 300* traverse is 
possible at elevations greater than 30*. Opvcal M well as radar fire 
control is fitted. 

NAVY Pag . r l y . 



Operating nine factories for the manufacture of munitions 
and other defence materiel, three aerospace facilities and 

two dockyards, the Department of Defence Support designs, 
develops and manufactures a range of products for the 

Australian defence force. PRODUCTS 
Included are 
• Aircraft 

• Guided weapon systems 
• Small arms • Ordnance 
• Ammunition • Explosives 
• Rocket motors • Propellants 
• Uniform clothing 
• Generator sets 

MUNITION FACTORIES 
Ammunition Factory Footscray, Vic 
Ordnance Factory Bendigo, Vic 
Ordnance Factory Maribyrnong, Vic 
Small Arms Factory Lithgow, NSW 
Aibion Explosives Factory, Vic 
Explosives Factory Maribyrnong, Vic 
Mufwala Explosives Factory. NSW 
Munitions Filing Factory St Marys, N $ 
Australian Government Clothing 

Factory, Coburg, Vic 

AEROSPACE 
FACILITIES 
Government Aircraft Factories, 

Fishermen's Bend and 
Avalon, Vic 

Aircraft Engineering Workshop. 
Pooraka, SA 

Guided Weapons and Electronics1 

Support Facility, St Marys, NSi 

DOCKYARDS 
The WiHiamstown (Vic] 
and Garden Island 
(NSW) Dockyards 
have extensive -

facilities 
for the 
construction 
and repair of 
naval vessels 

• — 
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Detailed vie* of ihc bridge and midship sections of SI. AVA. IPTKHO — usti) 

Close-in is catered for by the provision of si* 6-barrelled Galtling-
type 30mm rotary cannons. These arc installed in radar-controlled pairs 
vie: one forward, high up on a deck-house in front of the bridge and one 
on each of a smaller pyramid mast amidships on a special platform. Rale 
of lire is 3000 rounds per minute with an absolute maximum range of 
5000 metres. 

Like the KIROV, the patrol, four (or fivel-tube anti-ship/ASW 
533mm torpedo armament is located under retractable covers a! main 
deck level aft. below the "Top Dome" SAM hrc-conlrol radar. Since 
SLAVA has only a subsidiary role for ASW. the only weapons catering 
to this role are the two RBU 6000 rocket launchers located side-by-side 
on the forward deck-house, just aft of the two Gatlling-lype weapons. 
These rockets have an effective range of 6000 metres. 

Helicopter facilities are such that only one Helix or Hormone can 
be stored or operated. The helicopter control cabin is located slightly 
forward and to starboard of the pad and there is no "Fly Screen" 
landing approach radar. 

SLAVA is fitted at the stern for Variable Depth Sonar, which is 
streamed through an upward-opening door. A lack of the characteristic 
wave pattern at the bows suggest the absence of a bow-mounled sonar 
bulb, but there is almost certainly a small low-frequency, hull-mounted 
sonar under the forward section of the ship. As is usual with Soviet naval 
vessels, an extremely comprehensive and elaborate system of general 
and EW radar suites is fitted to SLAVA. 

The gap between the tw.nned funnels is used to lest the j ib of the 
large rotating crane which s used to place the two ship*s boats in the 
water and also to bring aboard ammunition and supplies. To port of the 
crane is a kingpori used for transferring solid goods onboard during a 
RAS. Railway tracks on the weather deck facilitate the handling of 
ammunition pallets to the ship's strike-down hatches and magazines A 

SLAVA. October. 1983. Note the tmn funnel exhausts, \ertical anti
aircraft missile launchers and. right aft. the landing spot for one 

embarked helicopter. tPtwto — HNN> 

! 

SLAVA. captured by the pliotographers aboard HMS INVINCIBLE 
(prior to her Australian visit). The Soviet ship features a railway track 
Hike the hattlecruiser KIROV) around her main deck. tPnoto - f*oyH Navyi 

derrick is filled to each side of the hanger for gangway handling and 
reloading ihe SA-N-4 magazines. 

The addition to the Soviet Reel of Kirov class strike/battle cruisers 
and the advanced Sovremennii and Udaloy class destroyers has required 
a considerable industrial and financial effort and has absorbed so much 
skilled labour that yard output of new construction has markedly 
decreased. Equipment delivery delays hive meant that none ol the 
Udaloy class ships have yet been fitted with their full air defense 
armament. Thus the ships of the Slava type have themselves been held 
back from completion and time-expired hulls are being retired faster 
than their replacements can be built. 

Fleet replenishment vessels such as the Berezina class are also in 
short supply to the extent that the combat value of ships like the SLAVA 
in world-wide operations remains in doubt. Submarine operations 
outside home-waters are similarly effected. 

These and other significant reasons suggest thai each new and in 
itself highly impressive Soviet warship type should be viewed and 
assessed within the overall strategic, tactical and industrial context in 
order to avoid over-rating such ships. 

Jury. 1964 THE NAVY Page 3*v*n 
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Some of our most senior staff 
work for other airlines. 

Qantas has built its aircraft 
maintenance reputation on one simple 
principle: use the most highly qualified 
people and never compromise. 

The principle has paid off. Qantas' 
engineering and maintenance facility 
near Kingsford Smith Airport is now 
considered amongst the world's best and 
is regularly used by many world airlines. 

The Qantas Jet Base is superbly 
equipped to accommodate many kinds 
of aircraft and all kinds of aviation 
equipment. Our technicians are equally 
at home with props as they are with jets, 
with Skyhawks as with 747s. 

Yet, surprisingly, the quality which 
most endears us to other airlines isn[t 

our scrupulous standards. Nor is it our 
state-of-the-art technology. 

What sets Qantas apart from so 
many other maintenance facilities is our 
very competitive attitude towards 
pricing. 

Perhaps this is why so many of 
our senior staff work for other airlines. 
Time and time again. 

For a detailed brochure, contact 
Qantas through our nearest office or at 
the Qantas Maintenance Centre, 
Sydney (Kingsford Smith) Airport, 
phone (02) 669 011L 

isn't TTie Spirit of Australia. 
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by JOHN MORTIMER HMAS HUON 
Australia's First Locally Constructed Destroyer 

On 1 March, 1901, the Australian Stale Governments 
transferred control of their respective naval forces to the 
Commonwealth Government. As there was no 
appropriate Federal legislation, the forces remained 
under the administration of Stale Acts and Regulations 
until 1 March, 1904 when the Commonwealth Defence 
Act (1903) came into force. The ships transferred to 
Commonwealth control, with the exception of the cruiser 
PROTECTOR, were essentially coastal craft designed 
specifically for coastal and port defence. Some details of 
these ships are shown in Table 1. 

Slalr/Ship 
N m South Wa»r> 
AVKRNUS 

Victoria 
CEKBERUS 
COUNTESS OK 
HOPETOUN 
CH1LDERS 
NEPEAN 

LONSDALE 

GORDON 
QurrmlaiKl 
GAYUNDAH 
PAl.UMA 
MOSQUITO 

MIDGE 
South Australia 
PROTECTOR 

Tasmania 
TB 191 

I , or 

Second class torpedo 
boat 
Second class torpedo 
boat 
(these two ships were 
disposed of in 1902) 

Armoured turret ship 

Pirn class torpedo boat 
First class torpedo boat 
Second class torpedo 
boat 
Second class torpedo 
boat 
Torpedo launch 

Gunboat 
Gunboat 
Second class torpedo 
boat 
Torpedo launch 

Cruiser 

Second class torpedo 
boat 

I MspJacrmenl ( ompleled 

16 ions 1879 

16 ions 1879 

75 tons 
47 tons 

12 tons 
12 tons 

360 tons 
160 tons 

12 tons 
12 tons 

1891 
1884 

1HHJ 

I K H S 

I K H -

IWH4 

I Armouredcrutser(lndomitableclass), 17,250tons. 
3 Second class protected cruisers (Bristol clavs). 4800 tons. 
6 Destroyers (improved River class), 700 tons. 
3 Submarines (C class), 313 ions; and necessary auxiliaries such as 

depot and store ships. 
In relation to coastal defence forces the Admiralty stated that: 
"Under certain conditions (he establishment of local defence 

flotillas, consisting of torpedo craft and submarines, might be of 
assistance in lime of war to the operations of the fleet, but such flotillas 
cannot co-operate on the high seas in the wider duties of protection of 
(radc and preventing attacks from hostile cruisers and squadrons. The 
operations of destroyers and torpedo boats arc necessarily limited to the 
waters near the coast or to a radius of action not far distant from a base 

A scheme limited lo lorpedo craft would not in itself, moreover, be a 
good means of gradually developing a self-contained fleet capable of boih 
offence and defence. Unless a naval force — whatever its si/e — complies 
with this condition, it can never take its proper place in ihe organisation 
of an Imperial Navy distributed strategically ovet the whole area of 
British interests.*' 

The limited capabilities of these vessels and iheir general 
'bsolescencc were recognised and several schemes were developed 
between 1902 and 1909 for the provision of a naval defence force more 
kin to Ihe needs of a newly independent nation. Most schemes included 
estroyer type vessels which ranged in displacement from coastal 
estroyers of 550 tons, through vessels of 800 and 1300 ions IO a cruiser 
lestroyer of 3000 tons. Earlier local schemes tended to concentrate on 
oastal naval forces with occasional emphasis on increased endurance and 
eakeeping capabilities necessary for operations ai more extended 
'istarccs from bases than had been generally ihe practice in ihe past. The 
tain schemes arc shown in Table 2. 

It was -tot until the Imperial Conference of 1909 that any serious 
onsideration was given to establishment of a truly ocean going 
\ustralian Navy. At this conference the British Admiralty tabled a paper 
*n 20 July. 1909 which detailed their views on the form in which ihe 
arious Dominion Governments could best participate in Imperial 
defence. This paper suggested that any Dominion Government wishing lo 
rcate a navy should aim at forming a disiinct fleet until consisting of at 
cast the following: 

July, 1984 / THE! 

Captain Creswcll. 1902 
Captain Crcswcll. 1905 

Caplain Creswcll. 1906 

Commonwealth Naval 
Officers Committee, 
1906 

Mr Deakin. 1906 

(with further phases 
foreshadowed but • 
not defined) 
Mr Deakin. 1907 

Mr Fisher. March 1909 

FABLE2 
lyiie 

4 ( misers 
3 Cruiser destroyers 
16 Torpedo boat destroyers 
5 First class lorpedo boats 
8 Second clavs lorpedo 
boats 
3 Ocean destroyers 
16 Destroyers (River class) 
5 Firsl class torpedo boats 

3 Ocean going destroyers 
I (Xcan going destroyer 
16 Coastal destroyers 
4 First clavs lorpedo boais 
8 coastal destroyers 
(Tcviot class) 
4 First class lorpedo boats 

6 Destroyers (River clavs) 
9 Submarines (C class) 
2 Depot ships 
4 Ocean destroyers 
19 destroyers (improved 
River clavs — this 
included the 3 ships 
already approved ic HMA 
Ships PARRAMATTA, 
WARREGO and 
YARRA) 
1 Vessel armed for police 
duties 

Displacement 
3,000 ions 
3.000 ions 

550 ions 
205 tons 

7 tons 
800 tons 
550 tons 
200 tons 

1.300 tons 
800 ions 
550 ions 
157 tons 
550 tons 

157 ions 

550 tons 
313 tons 

2 lo 3,000 
tons 

This concept of the "Fleet Uni t " formulated by the British 
Admiralty in the context of Imperial Defence provided ihe basis for 
development of the Royal Australian Navy and has survived virtually 
unchallenged from 1909 to the present. Its rationale resided in the premise 
thai such a force could provide a capability both in relation to coastal 
defence and defence of sea lines of communication. It fails, however, to 
recognise that such a force is not necessarily optimised for both tasks and 
consequently may not represent the most efficient utilisation of naval 
resources. 

In July. 1907 the Australian Government commenced investigations 
into the acquisition of torpedo boat destroyers. A document was 
circulated to a number of British shipbuilders specifying "Requirements 
to be fulfilled in each of the vessels". The destroyer foreshadowed by the 
Australian Government was a development of the British River design 
modified to suii Australian conditions. It was envisaged as having a 
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for Australia. 
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displacement o( about 700 ions, and a radius of action of 3500 nautical 
miles at 10 knots. The vessels were also planned to have better seakeeping. 
speed and hull strength than their British counterparts and their boilers 
were to be oil rather than coal fired as was the case with the British River 
Class ships. 

Shipbuilders' proposals were received in August. I907, however, no 
substantive action was taken until February 5. I909 when the Fisher 
Government approved the acquisition of three torpedo boat destroyers. 
Subsequent to the Cabinet meeting the Minister for Defence. Senator 
Pearce annoum 

"The Government lias decided to at once order two Torpedo Boat 
Destroyer* of the River Class of the latest approved type, which were 
.onsidered the best adapted for service on the Australian Coast by naval 
authorities. These boats — the first of their kind to be obtained by 
Australia — will serve as models for the future construction of other 
vessel-, of the same type which the Government intends shall be built in 
Australia. 

To that end a sum has been allotted to establish a Government 
building yard in Australia, where the first work undertaken will be the 
completion of another Destroyer — the prepared material for which is to 
he included in (hecontract. 

It is the intention of the Governmeni to vend to tngland skilled 
operatives to be employed by the successful tenderer on the work of the 
construction of these vessels in order that they may gain experience in this 
highly specialised class of ship construction. 

These men will be engaged on the understanding that, on the 
completion of the contract, they will return to Australia and he engaged 
in building the further vessels required. 

This expenditure will be carried out with the monies provided and 
appropriated by Parliament in the Coast Defence Appropriation Act. 
1908. which it is estimated will be sufficient for the purpose. 

It is not anticipated that the maintenance or manning of these vessels 
will cause any increase in the annual naval vote as the men row engaged 
on obsolete and out-of-date vessels will be transferred to the new boats. It 
is expected that the boats will take about 12 months to construct. Being 
efficient sea vessels they will be brought out under their own steam and 
will have no difficulty in making the passage." 

The following description of the vessels was also made public by the 
Minister for Defence: 

Torpedo Boat Destroyer — River Class. 
Displacement: 650-700 tons. 
Length overall: 230 feet. 
Breadth: 23 feet 6 inches. 
Draught: Maximum 8 feet 9 inches. 
Speed: 26 knots. 
Indicated Horsepower: 9210, 
Fuel: Oil— 150 tons. 
Steaming Radius: 2500 miles al 14 knots, over 3000 miles at 10 knots. 
Armament: I 4 inch quick firing gun.3 12 pounder quick firing guns. 

1 lorpedo tubes discharging 18 inch torpedoes. estimate would not be sufficient to provide the required speed on the 
Complement: 50 officers and men. Australian coast and as the radius of action could not he lowered it was 
On the same day as the Cabinet decision, a telegram was sent by the evident that the dimensions of the vessel would have to be increased 

\cung Secretary. Department of Defence, to the Officer in Charge. To assist in the evaluation of tenders and to oversee construction in 
ommonwealth Offices. London advising him of the decision and England, a naval architect. Professor J. H. Biles was employed toact asa 

equestingthai he obtain from firms who previously tendered, quotations consultant to the Commonwealth Government. 
U the time required for delivery of two boats, together with a separate Tenders were received, together with plans from Palmers 
iiiotanon fot the destroyer to be assembled in Australia. To take account Shipbuilding Co: Cammdl Uird & Co; Hawthorn Leslie A Co J S 
if developments which had occurred since their original tender, the Whi le* Co; Thames Ironworks Co; and a consortium of Denny Brosand 
enderers were invited to review their earlier proposals One particular Fairfield Shipbuilding Co. The tenders are summarised in Table 3 
onccrn m this regard was the endurance of 2500 miles at 14 knots and the Evaluation of tenders was undertaken in March. 1909. It was noted 
op speed requirement of 26 knots. The endurance requirement had been •" comparison with earlier proposals that tenderers had either suggested 
•ascd on the possible need for ships to transit from Sydney to Fremantle. lar«er vessels, or a reduction in the trial load. Another interesting feature 
>urmg the official trials of the Brnish Tribal Class in 1907-08 it was noted in evaluation was that the extra beam and length did not appear to 
roven that under certain circumstances a much greater speed could be "u^e any difference in cost. In fact the longest and strongest vessel was 
btained by running these vessels over a measured mile in shallow water proposed by the lowest tenderer. 

lec?deo U .h=!^ The evaluation concluded that the Denny/Fa.rf.eld proposal was 
^ J ^ l ^ r . 1 1 ^ n d C T U k C 'h,C,f 'L,a'S ° " a d e c p * a l e r " ' P ^ o ^ o a" others. The price quoted for thethree vessels, together with 
* 2 S H 1 C n * M o " , l l w " f o u n d <"*< «'her >he power armament was the lowest and their gun arrangement was considered the 
rquired to dnve them a a specific speed must be increased, or the loud to best, with the two midships guns having a brc-ds.de fire of neariv Z 

:-reamed upon the trials must be reduced. The increase in power for full degrees on both bromides and the bow gun offered a depress^ o f * 

n^edTc'inarmen, I T " " ? ' ' V ? "' ^ ' ^ ' ^ ° f * " ^ ^ F * ******* * ° S U « ° , C d * "*"»" ot « 3 m 7 l h i , .he mailed a curtailment of the rad.us c a t i o n , speed and endurance requirements would be achieved. Structurally this 

i r n n n S T ^ T * " ' ' " l i -><̂ L *, m i n i m u m f a d i u s ° ' • * * » " l h iP * * « " congest «nd in particular the midship section showed a 

aculaied that ISO K w of oil fuel would ha.e to be carried. From data the proposed delivery schedule was less than any of the other tenders 
™ l ^ , ^ a , ^ l , o w ^ " 7 d ™ ! e ' N t a P ' i n ) i > ^ c a k u l a i e d t h a i a On March 13. 1909 the Minister for Defence authorised the 
cwl of 230 feet in length. 23 feet 6.nches beam and 14 feet deep would acceptance of the Denny/Fairfield tender for two Torpedo Boat 
arry power for 26 knots with* fuel load of 150 tons in addition to the Destroyers at a cos, of £81 .JOOeach to be built in Britain and onefurthcr 
pecified armament. In the light of later experience it was clear that this vessel at a cost of £72.500 to be erected in Britain, taken to pieces and 
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shipped io Australia where ii would be assembled Conditions of the 
contract were authorised by the Commonwealth solicitor in London on 
April 20. 1909. The contract stipulated that the first boat be delivered by 
June 14. 1910. second by July 14. 1910 and thai the boat to be assembled 
in Australia be ready for shipment on July 1. 1910. Progress payments 
commenced with the laying of keels and provision was included for the 
employment of Australian tradesmen in the shipyards to enable them to 
acquire the skills necessary for local construction. The contract also 
stipulated that plans and detailed drawings necessary for construction in 
Australia would be provided by the contractors. It also imposed damage 
claims for any deficiency in speed, or fuel capacity and any delay in 
delivery. These claims were substantial and implied compliance with the 
•pecificaiiom sought. In relation to fuel capacity a sum of £70 could be 
claimed for each ion of the deficiency of the capacity of the oil fuel tanks. 
A sum of £20 for a part or whole of the first quarter of a knot which the 
speed of the completed vessel is below 26 knots was also payable. This 
sum increased bs a further £10 for each subsequeni quarter knot untii 25 
knots, when a fee of £60 was payable for each additional quarter knot. 
Delay in delivery involved a payment of £1 for each day late. 

Acquisition of Australia's first batch of Torpedo Boa Destroyers 
represented a remarkable achievement for a country with little experience 
in the definition of naval requirements or warship acquisition procedures. 
In commenting on the Australian programme in 1910 Professor Biles 
observed: 

"Since our vessels were designed the Admiralty has produced vessels 
of about ihe dimensions of ours one thing is certain we have produced 
a ship which is 20*« less cost and we believe thai in no respect speed, 
sirength. radius of action or seaworthiness is she inferior to the vessels 
produced by the Admiralty The cost is reduced by saving weight in the 
hull and power in the machinery due io this saving of weight. The time is 
reduced by settling details on the spot and by losing no time in sending 
detailed drawings to lie in London Perhaps one of ihe valuable 
lessons which the Australian Government are helping to give in Imperial 
matters may be this one of prompt decision and rapid completion." 

These vessels were approved in February, 1909. Tenders were called 
and received by mid-March. The contract and specifications were agreed 
and signed by the middle of April. 1909. Keels were laid for all three 
vessels in the beginning of June and the lead vessel. PARRAMATTA. 
was launched without machinery on February' 9, 1910. Filling out and 
trials of PARRAMATTA had been completed by June. 1910 and the 
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vessel was finally accepted for service some 16 menths after ihe initial 
approval to her purchase was made. 

Short l> after the Australian Government announced its intention to 
acquirr three torpedo boat destroyers. Mr Culler, the Superintendent ol 
ihe State Dockyard. Cockatoo Island. NSW called on the Minister for 
Defence, to inform him of ihe NSW Government's willingness to 
undertake coast ruction of the ships. During these discussions, the 
Minister for Defence outlined the Australian Government's intention to 
undertake an extensive building programme and stated that it was 
intended lhat later units would be built in Australia. Local construction 
was not considered io be viable for the initial ships because of the urgent 
need for these vessels to enter scrs ice; plans for ihe destroyers were not 
then available in Australia: nor were the necessary skilled key personnel 
for local construction. Mr Cutler confirmed (hat it would be some 12 10 
15 months before the State Dockyard would be in a position to commence 
construction. It was subsequently agreed that the original intentions for 
construction of ihe three initial torpedo boat destroyers would remain. 

Work on WARREGO was completed by Fairficlds' in mid-1910 and 
she was shipped io Australia in pieces. Reassembly was undertaken ai 
Cockatoo Island where WARREGO was launched on April 4. 1911. She 
commissioned for service on June 1. 1912. WARREGO's reconstruction 
in Australia was not entirely without incident and took some six month* 
longer io reassemble than was agreed between the Commonwealth and 
State Governments. A number of deficiencies were discovered during 
reconsiructton, the most important being the omission of rivets from an 
elbow which supported one of ihe propeller shafis. Had this not been 
discovered serious damage could have occurred. 

The next major step towards local construction of the Australian 
fleet unit, was taken on March 27. 1911. when ihe Prime Minister wrote tc 
the Premier of NSW seeking his advice on whether his Government woulC 
be prepared to undertake construction of a second class cruiser and thre* 
torpedo boat destroyers, and. if so. on what terms. The Acting Premiet 
responded on March 30. 1911 indicating his Government's willingness .. 
construct these vessels 
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Basic considerations relating to the provision of plans and working 
drawings, ordering of materials, cosls and other contract and general 
conditions were largely resolved during I9II 12. Although a formal 
agreement was not signed by the Minister for Defence and NSW Minister 
for Public Works until June 18, I9I2, the initial order for all hull 
materials was placed by NSW authorities on October 10. 1911. The 
contract specified thai: 
• the Commonwealth would provide the ywincinal building plans and 

specifications; 
• the NSW Government would provide buildings and workshops 

necessary for construction; 
• the destroyers would be completed within 26 months from a date to be 

agreed upon when sufficient materials were available to enable 
construction to commence: 

• damages of £300 per week were to be payable fot each week's delay in 
delivery which were attributable io the NSW Government; and 

• the Commonwealth would pay for all material, labour, general 
charges and dockyard running expenses related (o construction, 
together with an 8*"» loading based on the actual cost of construction. 

A commencement date of August 1, 1911 for construction of the 
:hree torpedo destroyers was subsequently agreed. 

The keels of the torpedo boat destroyers DERWENT and 
fORRENS were laid down on January 25, 1913 in a ceremony by Senator 
Pearce, Minister for Defence, however, their sister ship SWAN was not 
laid down until January 25, 1915. Work on DERWENT and TORRENS 
continued at a leisurely pace until commencement of the First World 
War. In response to the worsening situation in Europe, the General 
Manager of the Commonwealth Naval Dockyard, Cockatoo Island on 
August 6, 1914 outlined the existing situation and proposals for 
expediting completion of DERWENT and TORRENS as follows: 
• Hull and Electrical Fittings — everything was available for the hull 

and electrical fittings or sufficiently suitable substitutes could be 
obtained or made locally. The principal items not to hand were 
anchors and cables, compasses, searchlights, switchboards, sounding 
machine and wireless telegraphy. 

• Machinery — all main and auxiliary machinery was available or on 
hand. The principal items not available were the propeller shafting 
and steam pipes. It was proposed lhat materials for (he cruiser 
BRISBANE, which was also building at Cockatoo Island would be 
utilised as far as possible and the remainder to be made up by local 
supplies. In some cases, to shorten lime it * is suggested that gunmetal 
be substituted for cast sled. 

• Boilers — it was proposed 10 fit BRISBANE'S boilers which would 
need modification to take oil fuel. These boilers were not as large as 
the destroyer boilers and a loss of power of normally 2000 horsepower 
was anticipated. 

• Armameni — no guns had been received and it was propose! io utilise 
4.7 inch guns held in reserve for fining to troopships. It was envisaged 
thai two of these guns he fitted to each destroyer. 

• Torpedo Tubes — no torpedo lubes had been received and it was 
proposed to manufacture these locally at Cockatoo Island. 

Discussion of this proposal was undertaken in September. 1914 
>etween ihe General Manager. Cockatoo Island and the Engineering 
onsiruction Branch. Navy Office. These discussions indicated that by 

idopting the proposal which included omission of cruising turbines. 
)ERWENT could be commissioned by about March, 1915. however, the 
econd vessel. TORRENS, would not be completed for at least a furlher 
wo months. Installation of the ships' designed propulsion machinery, 
ncluding cruising turbines, was estimated to involve a completion date of 
•bout September. 1915 for both DERWENT and TORRENS. It was 
-Mimated thai the maximum service speed obtainable with the reduced 
oiler power would be about 24 knots, compared to the design speed of 26 
nots and the radius of action at economical cruising speed would be 
bout halved. 

The Genera] Manager estimated (hat forging of one set of shafting 
•nil! be undertaken at Cockatoo Island and completed in about two 

veeks. This was viewed with some scepticism as (he time taken in Great 
Iritain for forging shafis ordered for ihesc vessels was three months per 
H for each vessel. Work of this type was entirely new to Australian 
idustry and Cockatoo Island did not have the necessary machinery and 
lam to bore the shafts. Consequently it was proposed that the shafts 
-main solid. This was of some concern '.o Navy Office as the boring of 
nafls in addition to reducing weight, was also a valuable means of 
discovering otherwise hidden defects. Doubts were also expressed about 
he capacity of local industry to manufacture all the necessary equipment 
rnd stores, and in particular it was assessed that searchlights could not be 
nanufactured by local industry. 

A a . i s ion of ihe armament was undertaken following an assessment 
>f the availability of guns. Although doubts were expressed about 
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whether ihe destroyers as designed could carry the 4.7 inch gun, it was 
suggested that the first vessel could be aimed with one 4 inch gun 
forward, two 12 pounder guns and a 4.7 inch gun aft, while the second 
ship would have a gun armament of only two 4.7 inch mounts. Only one 
spare torpedo tube was held in store at Garden Island and ii was suggested 
lhat this be copied to provide lubes for all destroyers. 

A Naval Board meeting was convened on September 28, 1914 to 
consider expediting completion of the two torpedo boat destroyers then 
building at Cockatoo Island. The Naval Board consisted of Senator, the 
Hon G. F. Pearce. Minister for Defence, Rear Admiral Sir William 
Cr-'-vell, Captain A. Gordon Smith and Enginect Capiain Clarkson. 
Also present at this meeting were Mr Jensen, Assistant Minister and Mr J. 
J. King Salter, General Manager Cockatoo Island Dockyard. The meeting 
decided to: 
• proceed with the project of completing the two vessels urgently: 
• vend a cable to (he High Commissioner in London asking him to invite 

Messrs Denny and the Fairfield Shipbuilding Company to yuoie a 
price for and ihe carliesi dale ol shipment of boiler ends for the 
vessels. 

HMASHUON 

• send a cable from the Government through the Secretary of Slate for 
the Colonics hastening the armament ie guns, mountings, torpedoes 
and torpedo tubes. 

The above cables were sent respectively on October 2 and 3. 1914. 
Tenders were received from Denny Bros and Fairfields on October 9 for 
the provision of boilers and some four days later the Third Naval Member 
recommended acceptance of the Denny tender. The first set of boilers was 
shipped from Tilbury Docks aboard the mail steamer MALO on 
November 14 and a second set followed on December 4, 1914. 

It was proposed by the Third Naval Member that the third set of 
boilers be produced locally at the Eveleigh Railway Workshops. Sydney. 
This was later established as being feasible and subsequently arranged 
through the New South Wales Government who controlled the 
workshops. 

Tenders for the provision of the gunnery equipment were accepted 
on October 24. 1914 by the High Commissioner in London. The tendeis 
were placed with Coventry Ordinance Works and provided for 
acquisition of 4 inch Mark VIM breech loading guns at a cost of £795 
Sterling each and 12 pounder quick firing guns at a cost of £518 Sterling 
each. Contract time for the delivery of the guns was specified as nine 
months. This delivery schedule was viewed with some concern by the 
General Manager of Cockatoo Island who estimated that the vessels could 
be completed by May, 1915 if the armament was available. Based on (he 
tender provision, however, he estimated lhat the first vessel could not be 
completed until October, 1915. 

DERWENT was launched at Cockatoo Island on December 19. 1914 
by Mrs J- A. Jensen, wife of the Assistant Minister for Defence. The 
launching ceremony passed off successfully, although it was not marked 
by much display considering thai DERWENT was (he first modem 
warship to be built completely in Australia. Prior to her completion 
DERWENT's name was changed- This change of name was announced 
by the Minister for Defence on October 16, 1915 who explained that 
representations had been received from the Admiralty expressing concern 
that confusion would arise between the destroyer DERWENT already in 
commission in the Royal Navy and (he Australian ship. As the name 
TAMAR was also in Royal Naval use. it was decided that the ship be 
named HUON after the Tasmanian River. 

Ai launch the steelwork was almost complete and the bridge 



structure had been erected, however, the scats for armament and weather 
deck rulings had not been included. No masts, rigging or armament were 
fitted About 14 ions of machinery had been placed on board bui no 
shafting or propellers were fined The displacement at launch consisted 
of: 
hem Toas 
Weight of hull at launch 196 
Machinery 14 
Ballast, men, plant 22 
Temporary chain and anchor I 
Internal shoring 4 
Temporary finings, staging etc I 
Buoyancy of bilge ways 2 

Total 240 ions 
Construction continued throughout 191 5 and contractors' full power 

trials were earned out on December 9, 1915 off Maroubra Bay. Sydney 
The main propulsion machinery consisted of Parsons Reaction Turbines, 
with five ahead and two astern turbines Three Yarrow Small Tube Water 
boilers were fitted. Details of the full power trial which was of eight 
hours' duration are as follows: 

or l rial 
7ft 7in 
7ft 6'.Sin 

Knd of trial 
7ft 6,'i in 
7ft l%in 

• Draught of water forward 
• Draught of water aft 
• Temperature of sea water 66.8" F 
• Mean revolutions on all shafts 807.7 
• Average horsepower — starboard shall 3482 

— centre shaft 3883 
— pori shaft 3440 

• Total horsepower 10.805 
• Average speed 25.775 knots 
• Total consumption of oil fuel 44.83 tons 
• Distance run per ton of fuel 4.6 nautical miles 
• Slate of sea — calm slight swell 
• State of ship's bottom — clean 
• Last undocked 23rd November. 1915. 

MM AS HUON commissioned at Sydney on December 14. 1915 but 
did not complete until February 2, 1916. 

Armament consisted of 4 inch Mark \ III gun on a PV Mark F 
mounting situated on the forecastle deck. Three 12 pounder 12 cwt quick 
firing guns on P Mark V mountings and one .303 Maxim gun were 
situated on the upper deck. Three single 18 inch torpedo lubes were also 
fitted on the upper deck. The ship's normal outfit of ammunition 
consisted of: 
• 4 inch ammunition — 95 I yddite. 65 Co..imon. 14 Practice; 
• 12 pounder ammunition — 195 Common, !05 Armour Piercing. 30 

Practice: 
• . 303 Maxim — 4 boxes of belts; and 
• Torpedoes — 4 18 inch. 

Ciunnery trials were carried out off Sydney on Monday, December 
13. 1915 and were recorded as being satisfactory. The fourth round of 4 
inch was fired on extreme after training starboard to ascertain the effect 
of blast on ship's fittings. This resulted in a glass port and door of the 
chartroom being broken. The problem was rectified by closing (he glass 
port and opening the door when firing at this extreme bearing. The trials 
report also recorded that guard stanchions and rails were required on the 
outside gun platforms of the midships 12 pounder guns for safety of gun 
crews when firing across deck. As the position of midship 12 pounder 
guns did not allow the loading crew to stand on the deck level with the 
gun, it was recommended that ihese guns be shifted closer to the ship's 
side It was believed this could be accomplished without affecting the 
structure strength of the ship and would be an advantage in loading 
operations. 

Training arcs of the guns were: 
• 4 inch — 146" starboard to 146° port; 
• 12 pounder starboard gun — 9° starboard to 156° starboard and 70° 

port to 110" port; 
• 12 pounder port gun — 10" port to 155° port and 65° starboard to 

104" starboard; and 
• 12 pounder after gun — 38" starboard to 30" port. 

Inclining experiments were carried out on HUON on February 2, 
1916 to establish metacentric heights and stability. The following 
metacentric heights were recorded: 
" Condition A — The ship when fully equipped with reserve feed tanks 

empty, no oil in peace tanks, and 79 tons of oil in war tanks (each tank 
about half full) has a draft of 7 feet I inch and a metacentric height of 
1.43 feet: 

• Condition B — The ship when fully equipped with fresh water, reserve 
feed and all oil tanks full, ie, with 174 ions of oil on board has a mean 
draught of 7 feet 11 inches and a metacentric heicht of feet; and 
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• Condition C — The ship with all oil reserve feed water, fresh water. 
and provisions and half (he warrant officers' stores consumed, the 
draft becomes 6 feet 4 inches and the metacentric height is 166 feet. 

The angles at which the ship reached maximum stability was 45° in 
condition A, J* in condition B and 47° in condition C. "Die angles at 
which the stability entirely vanishes was 73° in condition A, 78° in 
condition B and 69° in condition C. 

As completed HUON carried one motor pinnace with a length of 21 
feet 9 inches and a breadth of 6 feet 3 inches, a whaler with a length of 25 
feet 2 inches, and a 13 foot 8 inch dinghy. 

HUON cost £148,315 ($296,630) and her principle characteristics as 
completed were: 

Seagoing displacement 
with oil tanks full, deep load draught 750 tons: 
including oil fuel at load draught 700 tons. Numbers of tons necessary 
to increase draught by I inch at load draught 10.6. 

I ength between perpendiculars 245 feet. 
Length overall 250 feet 10 inches. 
Breadth extreme 24 feet 3 Vfc inches. 
Draught: 
Deep load forward 7 feet 11 inches. 
Deep load aft 7 feet 11 inches. 
Load forward 7 feet 6 inches. 
Load aft 7 feet 6 inches. 
Draught moulded 14 feet 9'/. inches. 
Total length of engine rooms 43 fcct9 l/i inches. 
Total length of boiler rooms 57 feet * ! • inches. 
HUON continued working up off the New South Wales coast until 

June 19, 1916 when she sailed from Sydney to Borneo 10 enter service as a 
unit of the British Far East Patrol. Based initially on Sandakan and later 
Singapore, HUON patrolled the Philippines, Dutch East Indies and 
Malayan areas until May, 1917. This activity consisted of seemingly 
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endless patrolling, intermingled with exercises and the visit and search of 
vessels plying Far Eastern waters. 

The six Australian torpedo boat destroyers were divided into two 
divisions. In mid-1917 the first division of PARRAMATTA, WARREGO 
.niJ YARRA were patrolling in South East Australian waters, while the 
second division consisting of HUON, SWAN and TORRENS were in the 
Singapore area. 

On May 9. 1917 the British Government sought Australian 
agreement to deploy the first division to the Mediterranean to meet the 
growing submarine threat. In response the Australian Government agreed 
to this request and indicated its willingness for the second division also to 
bg deployed to the Mediterranean. The second division sailed from 
Singapore toCocos Island arriving on July 7, 1917 and rendezvoused with 
the first division. Commander Warren of HMAS PARRAMATTA took 
command of the flotilla. After fuelling the flotilla departed for Diego 
Garcia to search for survivors of the British merchant ships JUMNA and 
WORDSWORTH which had been lost earlier in the year. No trace of 
survivors was found and the fkmlla sailed for the Mediterranean via the 
Seychelles and Port Said. Admiralty orders were received in Port Said 
that HUON, PARRAMATTA. TORRENS and YARRA were to escort a 
convoy from Port Said to Malta. This task provided the escorts with the 
first of many submarine engagements they were to have whilst in the 
Mediterranean. 

HUON refitted at Malta between August 20 and September 20. 1917. 
During this refit she was fitted with four depth charge chutes, pipes and 
connections for emitting smoke screens and percussion firing gear to the 
12 pounder gun mountings. 

From September 24 to 27 HUON. PARRAMATTA and TORRENS 
participated in gunnery and torpedo exercises off Corfu. On October 6 to 
9. 1917 the flotilla carried out combined exercises mainly to trial a new 
torpedo which had just been received. 

From October, 1917 the destroyers were based at Brindisi. Italy to 
patrol at the mouth of the Adriatic Sea. This patrol was aimed at 
preventing Austrian submarines based at Pola from reaching the 
Mediterranean. Patrols were undertaken on the basis of each division 
operating four days on the patrol and four in port. Of the three destroyers 
in harbour two were always at half an hour's notice for sea. Daylight 
patrol was usually undertaken with (he three destroyers steaming in line 
abreast and about a mile apart. At night ships steamed in line ahead 
usually two or three cables apart. 

During the initial stages of the deployment, submarine activity was 
intense and engagements were frequent. Later (he Austrian submarine 
campaign declined and the patrols became more routine. HUON 
continued on these patrols until April, 1918 when she sailed for Malta to 
undergo a refil. This refit commenced on April 17 and completed on May 
16, 1918. A number of modifications were undertaken during this refit to 
enhance HUON's capabilities. These included the fitting of: 
• two depth charge throwers; 
• hydrophone suspension gear and a directional hydrophone; 
• a spray shield to the 4 inch gun; 
• percussion firing gear to the 4 inch mounting; 
• training index racers to 4 inch and 12 pounder mountings; and 
• an observation balloon. 

In addition the after torpedo tube was removed and the main mast 
was moved forward to accommodate the observation balloon. 

PARRAMATTA and YARRA were also fitted with observation 
balloons. These balloons were flown from ships and carried an observer 

who was intended to detect submarines and direct the accompanying ships 
into a position for a successful attack on the submarine. 

After her refit HUON returned to Brindisi. On August 9. 1918 HMA 
ships HUON and YARRA collided in the Straits of Otranto. Both ships 
received structural damage. HUON's stem was knocked over to starboard 
and the stem piece was fractured below the waterline. HUON proceeded 
to Jenoa dockyard for repairs where she remained unlit November 10. 
1918. 

The following month HUON rendezvoused with PARRAMATTA, 
SWAN and YARRA in the Sea of Marmora. They then proceeded to 
Plymouth with TORRENS joining at Malta and WARREGO at 
Gibraltar. En route the flotilla encountered a severe storm off Cape 
Finisterre during which HUON and PARRAMATTA were damaged and 
sought refuge at Ferrol, Spain. 

HUON arrived at Plymouth on January 14, 1918 and two days later 
commenced a refit at Devonport Dockyard. During this refit which 
completed on February 28. 1919, the (wo foremost depth charge chutes 
were removed and an additional plate was fined (o (he forward funnel. 

The destroyer flotilla reassembled at Malta and on March 17. 1919 
sailed for Australia in company with the cruiser HMAS MELBOURNE 
The ships reached Sydney on May 21, 1919. 

In October to November, 1919, HUON took pan in the annual fleet 
spring cruise to Queensland waters. The following January she sailed with 
other units of the fleet for a Tasmanian cruise. On May 26. 1920 HUON. 
with some 25 other ships and six submarines of the RAN assembled in 
Port Phillip Bay for the arrival of HRH the Prince of Wales in the battle 
cruiser HMS RENOWN. In July, HUON was one of the escorts of 
RENOWN for the Prince's visit to South Australia. 

On July 25, 1920, HUON returned (o Sydney where she paid off into 
Reserve on August 9, 1920. HUON recom missioned on April 22, 1921 for 
further service on the Australia station. While lying off Yellow Bluff on 
February 9, 1922 with engines s(opped. HUON was struck by HMA 
submarine J4 on the starboard side at No I bulkhead. The submarine's 
port planeguard penetrated HUON's hull about two feet below the 
waterline. The hole was immediately plugged with waste and a collision 
mat inserted to stop the flow of water. HUON later returned to Sydney 
where she paid off into Reserve on June 2, 1922. 

From September 22. 1924 to May 26, 1928 HUON was based at 
Mohan for reserve training. On May 28. 1928 she returned to Sydney and 
paid off into Reserve there on June 7.1928. 

HUON was stripped of most of her armament and equipment at 
Cockatoo Island Dockyard and on April 10. 1931 she was towed out of 
Sydney Harbour by the tug HEROIC. Some 20 miles off Sydney Heads 
HUON was used as a target by the cruisers AUSTRALIA and 
CANBERRA, the destroyer leader ANZAC and the seaplane carrier 
ALBATROSS. Following target practice a demolition crew from 
AUSTRALIA laid charges in HUON. The ship was broken in two by 
these charges and sank. 

Accommodation: Naa*rr RJgjaM M NimbmpromWiw IgajajgajMaal that 
ia»nmrl »a»l(awai lalktaap caaatkaiM 

Captain I l 
Wardroom officers 2 3 1 
Warrant officers I I 
Chief petty officers 12 13 1 
Sailors 55 60 5 
Total 71 7» 7 

July. 1M4 

HUON being scuttled on 10th April. 1931. 
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HMA Submarine JI in the Sutherland Dock durmg her rent in November 1919 

That's a long time, a lot of experience. Enough for us to grow with the navy's advancing technical needs 
and increasingly complex ships and submarines, whether in connection with new construction, refit or repair. 

As part of our submarine refitting and modernisation task we con- CockatOO 
tinue to play a leading role in the RAKs Submarine Wfeapons Update _. . _ J n , i » J 
Programme (SWUP). HMAS ORION, pictured above, is yet another Dockyard Fly. Ltd. 
fine product of our refitting team-completed on time and on cost A rrnmbui at tha Corwuwi Vidun 

Unuud Group "* CompMUM 
Cocfcaroo Itiand NSW 2000 

Trtophon* .021 SIB9201 T»lr> AA2II 
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THE MISSILE-HOW DEADLY? 
INTRODUCTION 

Missile technology is as old as time. 
Ballistas, bows and arrows, javelins, spears, 
rock and slingers, and even catapults were 
forms of guided missiles. Muskets, cannon, 
and early rockets were among the "not so well 
guided" missiles — hut they w*r* missiles. 
Furthermore, in each age and in turn, everyone 
w o n d e r e d . " H o w deadly a re these 
projectiles?" Thus, it is quite ordinary to ask 
the same question in this, the age of electronic 
gadgeiry, 

MISSILE TAXONOMY 
Before any answer to such a question can he 

attempted, a taxonomic exercise to determine 
the types involved is necessary Therefore, the 
first place to search is JANES A l l . M i l 
WORLD'S MISSII.K SYSTEMS. 

This book conveniently classifies all missiles 
into surface/surface, surface/air and by the 
owner and/or user nations. A further 
breakdown into Naval and I .and missiles 
follows so that no effort is required to 
segregate the type that is of interest. This paper 
concerns only the naval types but must also 
cover a small clavs of land type — short range 
missiles. 

Additional inspection of the JANES book 
quickly shows that if the list of US, British, 
French. Italian and Israeli missiles is compared 
to the list of Russian missiles described in the 
appendicial tables, there exists a nearly perfect 
one to one correspondence between the two 
sets. More comparison shows that only a 
limited number of different types actually 
exist. 

THEICBM 
The first, and least important missile, is the 

long range or IC'BM type. This type, designed 
to do damage if (hey hit within 25 miles of the 
aiming point, aie more threat than danger. 

by PETERFARR 

While it is true this type can carry an atomic or 
nuclear warhead, no nation, to date, has found 
any means to store fissionable material for any 
period of time. Also important in this 
consideration is the fact that these projectiles 
can be tracked for great distances, attacked by 
normal counter-measure techniques and serve 
only as a subject for diplomats to talk about. 
Tactically they are virtually of no interest to 
either military or naval personnel. 

THE SHORT RANGE MISSILE 
(SUM) 

The short range missile, so useful to the 
army, is both portable and accurate. 
Regrettably, they require control units thai arc 
not easily concealed. Thus, the artillery is 
potentially able to deal with this type unit. 

However, if such missiles form what used to 
be called the "secondary battery" of a naval 
vessel, then the matter takes on a different set 
of values. Missiles of (his clavs are readily com
parable to the radar-ranged, computer-aimed. 
medium calibre gun. They are equally as deadly 
as guns and compare directly to such weapons. 
Their advantage lies in the calibre of explosive 
they carry. Their disadvantage is si/e and cost. 
Most navies prefer the automated turret. 

THE INTERMEDIATE RANGE 
MISSILE (IRM) 

This type missile >-. divided into two classes: 
(i) The surface/surface missile (S/SM). 
(ii) The surface'air missile (S/AM). 

Additional examination of JANES shows 
thai: 

(i) S'SMs differ only in speed, physical size 
and class of guidance system present. 
These arc: 
la) Radar controlled types. 

Israeligunboat armed with Gabriel missiles 

July, 1064 

(b) Thermal-sensing types. 
(c) Combination types, 

(ii) Mode of action: 
(a) High altitude. 
(b) Intermediate altitude. 
(c) Sea-skimmers (currently the most 

popular). 
(iii) Type of launching system: 

(a) Fixed, non-reloadable nod. 
(b) Reloadable small launcher. 

1. Manual type. 
2. Automatic or robot type. 

(iv) Some range variations exist but mosi 
S/SMs have a range between 30 and 70 
(nautical) miles (50-125km). The nominal 
value is (usually) 50 (nautical) miles or 
90km. 

The IRM is (naturally) a highly classified 
data unit. Therefore one must examine: 
(i) OTOMelara sales data as published in 

such p e r i o d i c a l s as " P A C I F I C 
D E F E N S E R E P O R T E R " o r 
"AVIATION A MARINE" etc. 

(ti) ABC Films of the several wars between 
the Syrians and Israelis; Egyptians and 
Israelis; and the latest invasion of 
Lebanon. 

Thus one can readily obtain precision data 
on the accuracy of such weaponry. The BBC 
and the (US) NBC as shown on the 7-network 
(Channel 9) in Australia are the best sources 
for precision data on the missiles from the 
Falklands War. 

(iii) Also useful are the Vickcrs and the 
American aviation company advertise
ments." 

ACCURACY OF IRMs 
With all the data listed above, only a small 

amount of curve filling technique is needed to 
permit the development of a simple 
mathematical formula that can provide the 
probability that a given missile, fired at a stated 
range will strike a target moving at a given 
speed. In this problem. S/SMs, S/AMs and 
guns will be considered separately. 

THE S/SM 
In the Israeli/Syrian YOM KIPPUR War. 

the Israelis fired "Gabriel" missiles at the 
attacking Syrian fleet (mostly MGB Types). 
Effectively ranged between 45*b and 75** (60 
4 I5^> at mid-range of the missile. The 
Syrians had no counter missile defence and 
were annihilated. 

This data plus the knowledge that the 
ballistic accuracy curve for any projectile is a 
form of the degenerate hyperbola, yielded the 
formula shown in Figure I. Figure I also 
shows the results of various combinations of 
missile and target speeds and range variations. 

The data in Figure 1 clearly demonstrates the 
following axioms: 

(i) The greater the velocity of ihe missile, the 
fewer the course corrections that can be 
made in any given range traverse, 

(ii) The greater the velocity of the missile, the 
closer the missile approximates the 
trajectory of a gun. 

(iii) The greater the velocity of the missile, the 
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lower the P(HIT) foi any given sector of 
the missile's range. 

iv) The mid-range (or most effective) proba
bility of a hit expands to an ever 
increasing area as the velocity of the 
missile decreases. However, the beneficial 
value of this is limited because (Re! Figure 
II) the ability of a S/AM to hit an 
approaching target approaches an 
optimum value the slower the speed of the 
target missile. 

(v) As the range to target approaches 
maximum value, the P(HlT) approaches 
zero. Thus, the best or most profitable 
point of range at which to use a missile 
appears (o lie between M and Vt the 
maximum range of the missile. 

The above information agrees well with data 
reports from the YOM K1PPUR War, the 
[.cbancsc Invasion, the Falklands War and 
JANES MISSILE SYSTEMS. 

THE S/AM 
Most of the statements about S/SMs also 

apply to S/AMs. The only differences are: 
(i) S/AMs rarely exceed 30km and are 

mostly limited to 15 + 5km. 
nit The mach speed rarely varies above 3.0 or 

below l.o. Most claims of velocities in 
excess of 3.0 are of doubtrul validity, 

uii) Most S/AMs are physically very much 
smallei than S/SMs. 

S/AM Guidance systems are very little dif-
lerent from those of S/SMs. This is not 
considered to be a significant observation 
except where decoy systems are in use. Figure 
II shows the derived curves for various speed 
classes of S/AMs. 

When OTO-Melara sales data, Egyptian and 
Syrian air defence data and PLO Propaganda 
claims (generally about 15% to 30% high) are 
compared to data appearing in JANES. ABC 
News, BBC News, and Israeli news releases 
(usually 15% low), a mid-range probability of 
25% + 15% seems most correct. This yields 
Figure II. 

The following very important claims were 
photographically demonstrated over Lebanon 
in the Israeli Invasion of 1982 and the UN 
actions of 1983: 
(i) Infra-red and Thermionic Guidance 

systems, such as the PLO and Syrians 
used, had an 80%-90% chance of being 
decoyed by para-flares. 

(ii) Radar Guidance systems had a 60%-80% 
chance of being decoyed by "Window", 

iii) Para-transponders were/are about 1 5 * 
effective when interfering with ground 
controlled missiles. 

No details are available on combinatorial 
systems but JANES accords them as being 
highly efficient. 

EFFECHVITV OF THE S/SM 
(Refer Figure I) 

From the above data, there exists no 
difficulty in appraising the probability of a 
missile hit under any given (programmable) set 
of conditions. This can be easily done manually 
using a pocket calculator. 

The process is: 
(i) Calculate the normal probability of a hit 

by the given missile, on the given target, 
for the given range, 

(ii) Work out the probability of a hit by 
defending S/AMs on the attacking 
missile(s). Then work out the number of 
attack missiles that must be fired in order 

Juty,19M 

to ensure the arrival of (at least) two 
attack missiles at the target. 

(iii) From the gunnery data, work out the 
probability that at least one attack missile 
will get through. 

This set of calculations will quickly show the 
effect of the attacking/or defending fire. 
Figures l-IV may be used instead of a 
calculator. 

An example is sufficient to show the entire 
process. 

I. Assume an attack S/SM as follows: 
(i> Velocity: Mach I. 

(ii) Range to target: 123km (68 Naut 
Miles), 

(iii) Max Range of Missile: 230km (136 
Naut Miles). 

(iv) P(HJT):30%. 
(v) No. Fired: To be calculated. 

2. Assume Defensive S/AMs as follows: 
(i) Velocity: Mach I. 

(ii) Range to target: !3km. 
(iii) Max Range of S/AM: 30km. 
tiv) P(HIT): 35% for I; 90% for 3; 100% 

for4(FiguresI landII I ) . 
(v) No. Fired: 8, as 2 groups ol 4. 

3. Assume a defensive Robot-opera ted. 
Radar-ranged, computer-directed gun of 
the Vickcrs, UK 1955. 102mm (4in) single 
mounted type. 
(i) Range, max: I2/I8km. 

(ii) Rate of fire: 40 rounds/min. 
(iii) P(HIT):forone5-roundbuRUsat 10km 
Range - 50%, for three 5 round bursts at 
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10km Range a hit is certain (Table I or 
Figure IV). 
(iv) Elevation: up to 75*7» is possible. 

The assumed problem uses the mid-range of 
the missiles involved. Thus, ~ is 2 in each 
instance. By reference to Figure I. for V«, = 
1.0. the mid-range P(HIT) is 37«V Therefore. 
,ii least 3 missiles must reach the target 10 
ensures hit. 

From Figure I I I . the PlHiT) for ;he S/AMs 
is H(t*'» for each group of 4. Therefore, at leasi 
2 attacking missiles will be destroyed before 
they reach the target area. 

Figure IV shows that each gun burst has a 
60*» chance of a hit at mid-range. Because the 
gun will have time to fire 3-bursts. at least one 
attack missile will be destroyed. 

Since 2-units of the assault salvo will 
probably cither miss or he decoyed, at least 6 
missiles musi be launched in order to ensure a 
hit- This is a very expensive salvo. 

The calculation just performed shows that 
missiles of the S/SM type are valuable only 

TABLE 1 - GL'N DATA BASED ON USE OF BOFOKS 
PROXIMITY-Fl'SED AMMUNITION 

Seconds IM1I I> at Mid-Range 

fr. 
Mm 
10 
:u 
JO 
oil 

SO 
60 

* 
•• 
••" 

Per 
Second 
0.167 
0.33 
II «M 
ll<*< 
0.J3J 
1.000 

When multiple buts 
Ul R. — 30km & V 
2-bursts possible. 
3-burMi possible. 

Pee 
Round 

6.0 
3.11 
2.0 
1.5 
I J 
1.0 

s are possible 
= 1 for Tabl< 

Per 
5- Rounds 

29.94 
14.97 
10.00 
7.4» 
s 993 
S.000 

1. 

OnrBursI 
of 

5-Round* 
14.7% 
29.4*. 
44.0*. 
59.0*. 
73.4*t 
88.0*. 

3- Bums 
of 

5-Rounds-
29 .4* ." 
5 9 * . " 

100*. * " • 
100*. * " • 
100*. • " • 
100*.+ " • 

(iun 
CM 

Type 
1 Umiii 
100mm 
76mm 

102mm 
76mm 
76mm 

noted that the S/AM will not have time to lock 
on to its target at less than 254b of its range. At 
ranges less than - ~ . the missile M l as an anti
aircraft gun. 

S/AMs arc most effective against missiles. 
The Israelis have shown that aircraft can decoy 
S/AMs using para-flares, aluminium 
"Window", and Para-transponders (ECM). 

USS NEW JERSEY, economic firepower! 

under conditions that allow them to smother 
the anti-missile technology of the enemy. More 
simply, they are only a slight improvement over 
artillery. The advantage they present lies in the 
reduced number of personnel required for their 
operation. Generally, missiles risk about 35r» 
fewer personnel in battle.' 

EFFECTIVITY OF THE S/SM 
(Figure II) 

The data for the S/AM also applies to the air 
to surface missile. However, the air to surface 
and air to air missiles have a much shortened 
range unit. These types will not be covered in 
this discussion. 

The S/AM (Figures II and III) is most 
effective when fired in salvos of 2 or 4 at the 
half range of the missile. But it must also be 

When used in combination, these techniques 
arc about 90*. effective in protecting aircraft 
(Ref Lebanese invasion films ABC — 1983). 
However, the S/SM can not claim such 
protection. 

THE COMPUTERISED GUN 
Although JANES presents excellent data on 

the computer-controlled, radar-ranged, robot-
operated gun (and turret); OTO-Melara Co 
advertisements in PACIFIC DEFENSE RE
PORTER and similar publicatioas give much 
better data. The plates shown are from 1978 
OTO-Melara advertisements (Figure V). 

Table I was constructed from this material. 
Figure IV is based on an assumed value of 60% 
for the Pf HIT) of a 5-round burst from a single 
barrel 102mm turret that fires 40 
rounds/minute (the Vickers UK 195? model. 
102mm is typical). Estimates are from 
Falktands War Information and TV News. 

THE NAVY 

As shown in Table I. the optimum rate-ct-
firc for a gun in the anti-aircraft or anti-missile 
mode is 30-60 rounds/minute in 5-round 
bursts. More rapid fire-rates are wasteful and 
expensive. Lesser fire-rates are not sufficiently 
certain of a hit. The probability formula is 
shown on Figure IV. 

NOTE: The gun is still the best ami-aircraft 
defence. 

IN SUMMATION 
As shown here the Guided Missile loses its 

ability to strike awe and becomes a very pre
dictable weapon. The supersecrecy that has, to 
date, prevented understanding of the principles 
of application of these weapons has yielded to 
the statistician's pencil and the news 
broadcaster's camera. 

There is no question that a missile hit is 
deadly. But there is also no question that an 
efficient defensive unit can make a missile 
attack very costly. These are "facts of life" of 
modern warfare. 

The principles of missile attack are simple. 
They are: 

(i) Smother the enemy defence before that 
defence can smother the attack. 

(ii) The defence must maintain a radar 
detection alert at all times in order to 
detect an attacking missile at long range. 
Standard radar can easily do this. Com
puters of the "home" type can readily 
(and cheaply) store the data needed to 
implement a defence mode. 

(iij) S/AM defensive attack at mid-range 
usually can defeat ECM, Window, or 
Thermal sensing counter measures. 
However a S/AM defence is wasteful and 
requires at least four missiles to ensure 
destruction of a single attacking missile. 

(iv) Rapid fire, radar-directed, computer-
operated, robot gun turrets can readily 
serve as secondary defence. However 
multiple attack can smother this 
technique. 

The US Navy has fallen back on New Jerscv 
class gun ships to economise on fire attack. 
Modem photographs* cr .his ship also indicate 
that the robot turret is regarded as of equal 
importance with the S/AM. Can it be that 
naval weaponry is turning FULL CIRCLE? 
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R. ENEBERG 
102 Arcadia Ave, Gymea Bay 
NSW. 2227, Australia 
May 6(h, I984 
Dear Sir. 

In 'Navy' magazine of April I984, I noticed that Peter Fair in 
reviewing 'Batlle-cruiters - A History' made a comment regarding the 
possibility of the 18-inch guns of the 'FURIOUS' ending up in 
Singapore. 

This cannard still pops up, it seems it just won't lie down. Reference 
is made to this mailer in the US periodical 'Warship International' of 
l974/#4 (PP.416/418) where it is stated that a Japanese survey of the 
fixed defences carried oui in March 1942 (and which generally agreed 
with British records) counted some 52 artillery pieces of which the 
largest were 5-15 inch and 6-9.2 inch. There were no 18-inch pieces. 

From my own records I list below a history of the 3 (only) 18-inch 
guns manufactured for the Royal Navy. 

Skip/Service 
FURIOUS' 

Proof A Exper 

Scrapped 
FURIOUS' 

( In . No 

3 

2 

Date 

9/18 
11/29 
2 42 
7/47 

1 IK 
7/18 
12/20 
7/33 
1 18 
9/18 
10/20 
7 33 

Depot 

Portsmouth 

Woolwich 

Portsmouth 

Portsmouth 

Portsmouth 

Portsmouth 

GENERAL WOLF 

Sold for Scrapping 

Issued to Sale Section 

Yours faithfully, 
B. ENEBERG. 

49 Talford Si, Doncaster Fast 
Melbourne, 3109 
17 April, 1984 

Dear Sir. 
In reply to Sir John Bates' letter about the BALLARAT and the 

KR AIT The PAO branch line ceased operation in 1936 when the five B 
class ships had been sold. In fact BALLARAT was sold to Thos W. 

Ward for breaking up in May 1935.1 have a complete list of ships owned 
by the PAO group supplied from the London office, and as I staled 
before there were no ships called BALLARAT in the group between 
1935 and 1954. The NELLORE certainly brought the KRAIT back to 
Australia in 1964. Referring to Mr D. Marshall's letter, after reading the 
piece by G. Hermon Gill in Royal Australian Navy 1942-1945 it would 
indicate that as the KOFUKU MARU she sailed under her own power 
to Australia from India. 

Yours faithfully. 
K. HODGES. 

21 Bronhill Road. East Ringwood 
Victoria, 3135, Aust 
Dear Sir. 

The article by Charles Mann. "Let's Consider Escort Carriers", in 
the April issue is of particular interest as it is fundamentally the precise 
recommendations that I made in my submissions to the Joint Committee 
on Foreign Affairs and Defence during 1981. 

At the same time, and during the past three years. I have lobbied all 
the leading politicians endeavouring to promote the concept. 

The Joint Committee was originally constituted by the Fraser 
Government to investigate and report on the desirability of purchasing 
an aircraft carrier. Only three civilians made submissions, which was 
disappointing and for all I know the other two may have been opposed 
to such a proposal. 

The official report subsequently submitted (o the new Hawke 
Government and published during 1982 ignored all reference to 
alternative suggestions. The report itself states that the committee 
"restricted its considerations to ships of the type which were short listed 
and perceived to meet the requirement announced in 1980". 

Therefore no consideration was given to alternative suggestions 
though in fact my opinion thai three carriers were the minimum 
requirement was acknowledged. 

Like Mr Mann, I also made reference to the obvious advantages of 
building escort carriers in Australia. 

No doubt the Government considers their current defence policy is 
the result of recent assessments of our defence needs. Coincidentally 
there appears to be little difference to their defence policy of fifty years 
ago. 

During 1934, Mr Chariton, Leader of the Labour Opposition to the 
Bruce-Page Government, stated in Parliament that all that was necessary 
to defend this country was "aircraft and submarines". It was even 
suggested by some that a Navy was not necessary. 

One would have expected the experience of World War 2 to have 
led to a revision in attitude, which indeed it did with the rr-introduction 
of a Meet Air Arm and the purchase of two aircraft carriers by the 
Curtin-Chifley administration. 

The Government's policy today conveniently coincides as it did in 
1934, with the wishes of many for a cheap and easy solution to the 
problems of defence. 

There will never be a cheap and easy solution to defence but there 
are many practical and less expensive alternatives that warrant con
sideration. 

Recent opinion polls show that 56S of Australians favour the 
purchase of an aircraft carrier and that 74% consider that our defence 
expenditure should be increased. 

Politicians are only influenced by "numbers" and I therefore urge 
all Australians to make their opinions known to their Federal members. 

Yours faithfully, 
R. S. WALLACE. 

Video&tfam IS ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY UNDERWATER 

• EQUIPMENT SUPPLIERS: Representatives ot Hydro Products. Telra Tech. Ocean instruments. Photosea Systems Brantner & 
AssocialerJs. Mesolech Systems. Interocean Systems. Zippertubing Co. Gianntm instruments. Ocean Applied Research and De 
Rent. U'W TV, lights, cables, connectors, switches, sensors, instruments. RCVs. Acoustics, hire eguipmeni available * SPARE 
PARTS: Spares - many in stock or on short deinrery times * FIELO SUPPORT: Experienced people on bailout 21 hours a day 
• ENGINEERING: In house design and manulacture ol software and hardware ol cusiome-Duii! systems lor underwater 
applications * FACILITIES: In house cable moulding of underwater connections Unque hydrostatic tesl chamber to fOOOfl 
pressure testing ol articles up to 3ft diam and 6fl length 
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Helicopter Industry Plan for Australia 
Wostland, ono of Europe's 

leading high technology groups, 
has offered the Australian 
aerospace Industry an $860 
million work package with a differ
ence. 

The offer involves a 20N partnership in (he 
design, development and production of the 
new Westland 30 passenger and troop 
transport helicopter and carries with it the 
exclusive rights to make and sell Australian 
made Westland 30s in the South East Asian 
region. 

Westland intends to form a joint operation 
with an Australian company to manage this 
business. This company will also have access 
lo Westland's whole product range, which 
includes hovercraft and aerospace, i.ianne 
and industrial equipment. 

For Australian employment this means not 
only the creation of 650 new long term skilled 
jobs but also 7M man years of creative design 
and development engineering. 

Westland has also offered the AAC 
(Australian Aircraft Consortium) its UK 
resources to promote and provide manufac
turing support for the sale of the Wamira 

• (A10) aircraft in Europe. This is currently 
short listed for the RAF basic trainer replace
ment requirement 

The Group's Deputy Chairman and Chief 
Executive Sir Basil Blackwell. made these 
announcements in Canberra following a 
round of meetings with Government 
Ministers, including the Prime Minister. 

m 
r 

Type KWRF resilient seat with 
etectnc activator 

.VAL Butterfly Valves 

ffiT *a 
in m r ^ 

Type KWD flanged body with positioner ,9ver ooerafed 

gear box 

WAVAL VALVES 
£ Electrical 

A DIVISION OF BEquipment 

5 WHIPPLE STREET BALCATTA 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN, 6021 

Telephone. (09) 3497111 

M a c M M 

Sir Basil said Westland's initiative was 
probably one of the most significant in the 
history of the Australian aerospace industry. 

"It comes a( a time when there is a 
coincidence of requirements by both the 
British and Australian armed forces for new 
helicopters and trainer aircraft", he said. 

The RAAF has initiated development of a 
modern trainer aircraft which has also been 
shortlisted by the RAF. Also the RAAF and 
the RAF need significant numbers of troop 
transport helicopters of similar specification. 
The RAN is in the final stages of selecting a 
Naval helicopter involving significant offset 
opportunities. 

The Westland 30 is a new member o the 
Westland Lynx team of helicopters, pre ently 
flying at a weight of 6000kgs but with planned 

growth to 7300kg5. 
The W30-100 series powered by Rolls-

Royce engines is in full production at 
Westland's Yeovil facility and additional 
variants are in the advanced stages of develop
ment. 

The first of these is the W30-200. powered 
by General-Electric CT7-2B engines, designed 
IO meet operator requirements for hot weather 
and high altitude performance. 

Further variants of the W30 include the 30-
300 which incorporates blade, transmission 
and avionic developments, and is under con
sideration by the RAF and RAAF to replace 
their existing troop carrying helicopters. 

The military version of the W30-300 will 
also incorporate hard points to carry several 
different gun and missile installations. 

HMAS 
KUTTABUL 
Past and Present 

HMAS KUTTABUL is i commis
sioned Naval Establishment located 
in Potts Point, Sydney, overlooking 
Garden Island Dockyard. The base 
provides domestic personnel, 
administrative and health services 
support for all Naval personnel in the 
Sydney area, when such support is not 
otherwise provided by a parent ship or 
establishment. 

Presently KUTTABUL supports some 1500 
uniformed personnel who are employed in a 
number of areas including the Naval Support 
Command Headquarters, Reel Headquarters, 
RAN Trials and Assessing Unit, North 

L-vdney, the Fleet Intermediate Maintenance 
Activity, Garden Island and the Navy Supply 
Centre, Zetland. 

To many of the personnel HMAS 
KUTTABUL is merely a place from whence 
they are paid and in some instances, provided 
with accommodation. Many only enter the 
Establishment on infrequent occasions during 
the course of a posting and some, never at all. 
It is not surprising therefore that as a con
sequence of ..io composition of HMAS 
KUTTABUL and a marked lack of published 
historical material on the subject, most per
sonnel, particularly the younger members of 
the Ship's Company, are unaware of how and 
why the 'Stone Frigate* in which they serve, 
was commissioned. 

In an attempt (o overcome the foregoing 
perceived deficiency and to capture the history 

of HMAS KUTTABUL before it is lost with 
the passage of lime, this sketchbook has been 
compiled. Hopefully the effort might also help 
to foster a more active interest in HMAS 
KUTTABUL 
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The Sydney Harbour ferry KUTTABUL being compiled at Walsh Island, 
Newcastle, in 1922. KUTTABUL crowded with passengers during the 1920s 

KUTTABUL lies half submerged after the Japanete midget submarine 
attack on the night of 3lst May'1st June. 1942. Midget submarine 1-22 is raised from the harbour bed. 
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KUTTABUL 
Sydney Harbour Ferry 

SHIPS PARTICULARS 
OVERALL LENGTH: 1*1 latt * iackaa. 
HI AM (MAX): 1* faat J lack*.. 
UK AI (.11 r (MAX): I M m 9 i i t t n 
TONNACE: Graai: 447. \ « ( M l . 
BOILERS: 2. •orkiag p a n : IW pal 
ENGINES: Triak t . , . . .h„>, } r.liWtr. 
(I7%la. U U . Alia), 24 lack « M t . 11J aaauaal 
bona aawcr, 1030 laalcalrd horat Rawer. 
SCREWS! 2. aat eack aad. 
SPEED: u hMh 
PASSENGER CAPA«TY: K)** arraaaa. 
SISTER FERRY TO KOOMPARTOO'. 

KUTTABUL during construction 

Commander Peter Hugonnet. RAN. 

CowMI*llld#f HUGONNET antarad 
tha RAN In 1»54 and undertook 
atvo f̂taannp, training •( tha Roy»tl 
Naval CngkiMckHJ C o i n , UK. Ma 
povtlnga have tnck/dad Marine 
ElKjkMMr OMcar ol MMS WALRUS. 
HMAS OXUY. HMAS YARRA, Deouty 
rnnc>pw W V P (Jvaraaar vtcK+rs 
Cockatoo Dockyard. Boo* Engtnoor 
Officat HMAS MORETON, Squadron 
Principal T achnicai Offtc ar Aus t raliari 

Tacnftfcal OtScar HMAS STIRLING 
and Naval Support Command aa tha 
RotatatXa Pool Mtnasir. Ha la pra-
aantty ttw Commanding OMoar of 
HMAS KUTTABUL 
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The ferry- is launched on 7th Apnl. 1922. by Lady Braddon. wife of Sir Henry Braddon. a director of Sydney Ferries Ltd, 

Fining out after the launch 

Bern •/ Stmm S*p 

Fit* ww In «** 

HARBOUR OR RIVER CERTIFICATE. 

ai tv * • aawaaai iij*»«u*»a. m , •**>. iw aaaaaa M aat ai 
L^-uL, M * aaajaaj a* a*** 
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TVK • ». ramn . 

• a n • ***•-. • < *. at. . c . . , a »MjaaaaBM -**• 

. ' Y4~A: 'L - - . 

ITBTT FTO.«B» -

77if main passenger deck is in place. Bv the lime of her completion 
KUTTABUL would coil 170.012. 
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Trials and Commissioning 
The Kuttabul left Newcastle at 

8 am on the 10 August, 1922, and 
the voyaga to Sydney was ac
complished In a little ovar live 
hours. As a convoy, the tug Herioc 
accompanied Kuttabul down the 
coaat, but her services were not 
needed. The Kuttabul showed a 
fine tum of speed end averaged 12 
knots for the trip (SMH 11/8/22. 
P8) 

SPEED TRIALS 
'Leaving the Sydney Ferry Company's yard 

at Milsons Point at 2 30 fcm yesterday, the 
Kuttabul spent two hours undergoing accept
ance trials The vessel was in charge of officials 
of the Government Dockyard at Walsh Island, 
and at the wheel was Captain Bridge, Com
modore of the Fleet of Sydney Femes 
Limited 

Among those present on the vessel were Mr 
R T Ball (Minister for Public Works). Messrs 
T P Cooper (Undersecretary!, W. A 
Mackenzie General Manager. Sydney Femes 
Ltd). A E Cutler (General Manager. Walsh 
Island Dockyard) and Hector Kidd (Sydney 
Femes Ltd). The vessel was run several times 
over (he measured knot, and her average speed 
on runs against and wi.h the tide wis 12% 
knots, while on one run 13.338 knots was 
attained This was above the rcqu.rcd speed 
Mr A. E. Culler expressed the opinion that the 
vessel was the best ferry boat in the world 
taking into consideration her capacity, speed 

KUTTABUL passe* the Royal Nary battlecrutser HMS HOOD in early 1924 HMS REPULSE 
has just rounded Bradleys Head. All three ships were tunk dunng the Second World War 

and consumption Mr Mackenzie (General 
Manager of (he Sydney Ferries Ltd) slated that 
the vessel, with which he was well satisfied, 
would be placed with the koompartoo on (he 
service between Milsons Point and the Quay 
on Tuesday or Wednesday next' (SMH 
12 8 22 PI3) 

COMMISSIONED 
The new passenger ferry Kuttabul. of the 

Sydney Ferries Ltd. which carried oui her 
speed inalv on Sydney Harbour on 11 August. 
ms placed in commission yesterday (18 
August. 1922), and commenced running in the 
Milsons Point serv ice. Two new ferries, 
Kuttabul and Koomp-irtoo. are now capable 
of carry ing on a single trip across the harbour 
2250 passengers each On account of the 
vessels being regarded H practically unvink-

Eren bestde the mighty battleship CSS CALIFORNIA. KUTTABUL still ndes high and mighty, 
her funnel only a few feet shorter than the American dreadnought* stacks 

able, through being constructed with 18 
watertight bulkheads, these ferries are not 
required to carry lifebelts' (SMH 19/8/22 
P13) 

KUTTABUL was built to carry large numbers 
of commuters between Milsons Point and 
Circular Quay, when originally registered in 
Sydney in 1922 it was certified to carry 2094 
passengers and crew. 

CRUISE BOAT 
Kl'TTABUL ceased running at midnight 

on 19 March 1932 when the Sydney Harbour 
Bridge was opened. It was subsequent!) 
employed as a cruise boat and sometimes to 
follow the 18-footer sailing boat races 

MOONLIGHT HARBOUR TRIP 
'The ferry steamer KUTTABUL. largest of 

the Sydney Ferries Company's Fleet, has 
replaced the K1RRULE in the Sydney night 
harbour excursions. She has been fitted with 
10 AW'A loud speakers which were used last 
night to broadcast items throughout the vessel 
during the cruise around the harbour.' (SMH 
25 3'35 P6) 

STEAM HEATED CONCERT 
FERRY 

'Sydney Femes concert steamer 
KUTTABUL will leave Circular Quay on 
Sunday at 7.45 pm for the regular Sunday 
night harbour excursion, and will return at 10 
pm. The KUTTABUL is steam heated 
throughout and ten speakers relay music to 
every pan of the boat. Community singing will 
be held, the artists ?ssisting being Miss Amy 
Ostenga (mezzo soprano). Maggie Foster 
(violinist). Messrs Vem Sellars and Bert 
Harrow (entertainers) and George Brown 
(pianist). (SMH 29 6 35 PI0) 
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KUTTABUL passes below the growing northern span of the Sydney 
luring the quiet periods KUTTABUL was berthed up harbour in Morts Bav. Harbour Bridge. 1930. 
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MINEHUNTER 
A concept for the f utu re 
Minehunting involves the detection 

of enemy mines by very accurate 

sonar. The mines are then 

destroyed with an explosive charge 

A simplified version of the role 

this new style vessel will take 

in todays navy. 

The prototypes, currently under 

construction, are not quite so 

simple, h j i l t mainly of fibreglass 

with a catamaran hull our 

minehunters will be the first of their 

type in the world. 

Displacement 170 tonnes approx. 

31 metres 

9 metres 

10 knots approx. 

2 Officers, 

3 Senior Sailors, 

9 junior Sailors 

Total 14. 

Built by 

Ramsay Fibreglass Australasia 

A division of 

Carrington Slipways Pty.Ltd 
Old Punt Road Tomago NSW Australia 2322 
Telephone (049)64 1071 Telei AA 2*115 Cable Carrtlips 

For enquiries please contact Ian Smith. Manager, Ramsay Fibreglass Australasia, 
Laverick Avenue, Tomago NSW 2322 
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THE BATTLE OF SYDNEY 
A WELL PLANNED OPERATION 

Plans for attack on shipping in Sydney 
Harbour were finalised by the Japanese High 
Command in early April 1942. 

The Attack Group, five submarines 1—21, 
1-22, 1-24. 1-27 and 1-28, was commanded 
by Captain Hankyu Sasaki. 1-21, the com
mand submarine, equipped with a rcconnais-
ance aircraft and 1-22, 1-24, 1-27, 1-28 
carried midget submarines secured to their 
decks. 

The group sailed from Japan for Truk on 11 
May. 1—28 was sighted on the surface by a US 
submarine on the morning of 17 May and was 
subsequently hit by two torpedoes and sank 
with all hands and her midget submarine. The 
crews of the midget submarines were 
embarked in 1-22. 1-24 and 1-27 on 20 May 
and (he group sailed for Sydney. 

THROUGH THE LOOPS 
Captain Sasaki brought the midget carrying 

submarines 1-22, 1-24 and 1-27 into the 
launching position seven miles ofT Sydney 
Heads at sunset on 31 May. 1—21 approached 
to within five miles off the harbour entrance. 

Soon after 1700 the submarines surfaced 
and the midgets were launched. 

Midget 1-27, Lieuenant Chuma. was the 
first to enter the harbour. It crossed the 
submarine indicator loop at 2001. 

Two and a half hours later it was sighted 
enmeshed in the anti-submarine net by a 
watchman. It was reported as a mine and no 
offensive anion was taken. 

Lieutenant Chuma struggled desperately to 
free the midget but at 2235 when the patrol 
boat LOLITA closed to investigate he fired the 
demolition charges and Midget 1—27 sank to 
the harbour bed. 

Midget 1-24, Sub-Lieuenant Ban, crossed 
the submarine indicator loop at 2148. Ban 
succeeded in passing through the gate of the 
boom and was sighted close to USS 
CHICAGO at 2250 

ITic midget submarine was illuminated by 
searchlights and came under fire from both 
ships and shore. 

It was next sighted ofTihe eastern shore of 
Garden Island and later in the vicinity of Fort 
Dcnison where it was almost run down by the 
harbour launch NESTOR. Fifteen minutes 
later the conning tower of Midget 1-24 was 
sighted by passengers on a ferry between 
Garden Island and Bradleys Head. 

w 

Very few photographs exist depicting KUTTABVLas a commissioned RAN unit. The above view 
shows her alongside the south-east corner of Garden Island, with two other vessels (including HMAS 

SAMUEL BENBOW). outboard of the ferry 

TYPE "A" (KO-G ATA) - JAM 

SUBMARINE DISPLACEMENT: 
LENGTH OVERALL: 
BEAM: 
DRAUGHT: 
MACHINERY: 
MAX SPEED - SURFACED: 
- SUBMERGED: 
RANGE - SURFACED: 
- SUBMERGED: 
ARMAMENT: 
CREW: 
NUMBER BUILT: 

1-400. an 1 class submarine similar 10 thr pat 

NESE MIDGET SUBMARINE 

46 tons (46.74 tonnes) 
71.5ft (23.9m) 
6ft(l.t») 
6ft(I.Sm) 
600hp Electric Motor 
23 KT 
19 KT 
SOnrn t l2 knots 
20nm it 19 knoll 
21 17.7 in (430mm) Torpedo 
IVo 
62. 

K • -. 

rnt boats used for the attack on Sydney Harbour. 

Propeller guord Electric motor 

(80»p) 
Penscope-

Bottems 

SffifcfcttttSttP -RRH0 

Jumping wire 

Side profile of the Type A midget submarine. 
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HMAS KUTTABUL SUNK 

First Sub-Untenant Ban. 
commander of 1-24'% 

midget which fired the 
torpedo that tank 

HMAS KUTTABUL 

At 2.130 the midget submarine was tired on 
by HMAS GEELONG off Bradley* Head. 
Minutes later two torpedoes were fired at USS 
CHICAGO The torpedoes are believed to 
have passed under the cruiser. One exploded 
harmlessly on the eastern shore of Garden 
Island and the other exploded on the harbour 
bed sinking the accommodation ship HMAS 
KUTTABUL and damaging the Dutch sub
marine K9. Twenty-one sailors were killed 
and ten wounded. 

Side view of the sunken ferry. In later yean the steps 
behind the ship were named Kuitahul Steps. 

Inside KUTTABUL during recovery operation Close'up of the damage 
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HMAS KUTTABUL - HONOUR ROLL 

STOKER II 

ABLE SEAMAN 

STOKER 

A LEADING STOKER 

STOKER II 

STOKER 

STOKER 

A STOKER 

STOKER II 

ENGINE ROOM ARTIFICER IV 

PETTY OFFICER 

STOKER II 
STOKI R II 
ABLE .EAMAN 

STOKER 

STOKER II 

A ABLE SEAMAN 

STOKER II 

ORDSEAMAN 

ORD SEAMAN 

STOKER II 

THE 
FINAL 

ACT 
The later movements or Midget I -24 are 

not known The submarine indicator loop 
recorded a vessel passing out of the harbour at 
0IS8. The remains of this midget submarine 
have never been recovered and it is believed it 
sank in deep water ofTlhe coast. 

Midget I -22 . Lieutenant Matsuo, is 
believed to have entered the harbour at 2250. 
Her entry was not recorded by the submarine 
indicator loop but soon after 2250 HMAS 
YANDRA sighted a conning tower near the 
harbour entrance but lost contact. Fifteen 
minutes later YANDRA sighted Midget I -22 
again in the vicinity of Hornby Light and 
dropped six depth charges. 

Lieutenant Matsuo appears to have lain 
quiet on the harbour bed for some hours after 
this attack. At 0300 the midget was again 
sighted by USS CHICAGO as she was leavinf; 
harbour. 

The harbour defence craft were alerted and 
at 0500 HMAS OOONAMBEE made a con. 
ttct in Taylor Bay. The patrol boats 
YARROMA. SEA MIST and 
STEADY HOUR attacked the contact with 
depth charges. The wreck of Midget I—22 was 
found by divers later that day. 

Both Midgets I -22 and I -27 were 
recovered. A post mortem examination re-
vealed that Lieutenant Matsuo and Petty 
Officer Tsuzuku had committed suicide. The 
four Japanese sailors were given full military 
funeral. Their ashes were later returned to 
Japan. 

Ji ill s SAMUEL ASHER 
LESLIE WILLIAM BUND 
WILLIAM RICHARD BOUNDY 
SYDNEY WILLIAM BUTCHER 
LESLIE JOSEPHDENNISON 
ARTHUR WILLIAM FRANCIS 
I0HNEDWARD GANNON 
JACK ALBERT GARDNER 
FREDERICK ARTHUR ULANFORD 
WALTER GEORGE GORDON 
LEONARD WALTER H0WR0YD 
LESTER RICHARD JAMIESON 
KENNETH FRANCIS KILLEEN 
FRANK KIRBY 
IACK EDMUND NUMAN 
NORMAN LESLIE ROBSON 
ARTHUR JAMES SMITH 
HERBERT ARTHUR SMITH 
DAVID TRIST 

RAYM0ND0WEN VENNING 
THOMAS JOSEPH WATSON 

AUmsofasu 
si Silt of sViifc OSdal 
of MAH N« 

(MEDIND1E.SA) P A W ) RANR 

(PADDINGTON.NSWi SWIJ RANR 

{WALLAROO. SAI 2319) RAN 

(WESTON. NSW) 23734 RAN 

(WILLIAMSTOWN.VICl W2277 RANR 

IWIGHTON, NORFOLK. ENGLAND! 1607* RAN 

(UNANDERRA. NSW] SSI6I RANR 

(TEMPY. WILLIAMSTOWN.VICl WI4IJ RANR 

(VIA GOOMERA. QLDl B34I4 RANR 

(ALBERT PARK. VIC) PM3JS4 RANR 

(PENRITH. NSW) IH67 RAN 

(GEELONG. VICI W2264 RANR 

ISUNSHINE.VICI !S7S)(EXW22»4) RAN(EXRANR) 

(ROYAL NAVY) D JX J18W6 RN 

IREDCLIFFE.QLD) 23M7 RAN 

(LEICHHARDT. NSW| S5654 RANR 

(MAYLANDS. WA> F3222 RANR 

(LOWER BUCCA. NSW) S6DI RANR 

IROYALNAVY) C/JX 1)0204 RN 

(PINNAROO.SA) S6II6 RANR 

IHABERFIELD.NSW) SSSII RANR 

Leul Matjuo and PO Ttuiuku of 1-21 
both were found dead from gunshot 

wounds in the head-

Their boat was subsequently salvaged 
after suffering a depth charge attack 

in Taylors Bay. 
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HMS Dreadnought nuclear-powered fleet submarine 

V 

W contribute much more 
to Maritime Defence than r 

appears on the surface. 
Plessey is a major force in 

submarine combat system elec
tronics-our products involve 
new technologies developed 
primarily by Plessey Marine 
Research in the UK. 

Plessey Marine is the major 
sonar supplier to the British Navy 
and supplies sonar systems 
world wide. And in Australia 
Plessey has always been a highly 
comprehensive and innovative 
supplier of defence technology. 
By combining both resources we 
offer Australia systems and 
support of up-to-the-minute 
sophistication. 

We're able to do this because 
Plessey has the most advanced 
defence electronics facilities in 
Australia-backed by strong 
project management teams and a 
commitment to quality. We offer 
Australia's maritime and other 
defence forces a depth of 
technological expertise (and 
immediacy of local back-up and 
service) that no one in this 
country can match. Call us and 
we'll prove it. Q P L E S S E Y 
Plessey Australia Pty Limited 
Electronic Systems Division 
NSW: Faraday Park, Railway Road, 
Meadowbank2114. 
Telephone 8070400 Telex: 21471 
ACT: 33 Altree Court, Phillip 2606. 
Telephone (062) 82 2900 Telex: 62165 
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< busier stands to attention after sounding the Last Post' while a naval guard of honour fires three volleys at the Juneral of the KUTTABVl victims. 

Rebuilding of a composite submarine from the bow section of 1-22 and 
stem of 1-27. This combination hull is now on display at the Australian 
War Memorial. Canberra. The conning tower of 1-22 is mounted at Garden 

Island 

Salvage operations of Mutsuo's midget. 1-22. 

The composite 1-22/1-27 on arrival in Melbourne in November. 1942. during a road lour of New South Wales. Victoria and South Australia. 
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GARDEN ISLAND 
PORT JACKSON NEW SOCTII HALKM 

UU4 

In the log of HMS SIKHS, 
under the date of 11 February, 
1788, is the following entry: 
Sent an Officer and party of man to the 
Garden Island to clear it for a garden tor the 
Ship's Company.' 

Thus the naming and first occupation of 
Garden Island was accomplished sixteen days 
after the first landing in Sydney Cove. 

Garden Island continued its role as a Ships' 
garden until about I8i0. Thereafter and until 
1850, it was mostly used as a pleasure resort 
for picnics and the like. 

In 1856 the New South Wales Government 
suggested that Garden Island might he given 
over for the use of the Navy as a Naval Base. 
In 1858 the Admiralty approved of an outlay 
of £200 to £300 to render the Island available 
for the repair of HM Ships. The facilities on 
the Island were built up slowly at minimum 
expense and for the most pan they were 
unsatisfactory. 

Development of the Island continued in a 
go-stop manner over the next 50 years- In the 
1880s work was started on the levelling of the 
Southern hill, and between 1885-1896, most of 
the buildings now classified by the National 
Trust were erected. 

On 10 July. 1911 the title 'Royal Australian 
Navy' was granted by King George V to the 

arden Island in the mid' 1800s. The park in the foreground is now the Royal Botanical Gardens. 

Naval Forces of the Commonwealth of 
Australia. On 1 July, 1913 all naval establish
ments on the Australian Station were handed 
over by the Admiralty to the Royal Australian 
Navy. 

These facilities included Garden Island and 
the buildings that had been erected by the 
Government of New South Wales in the years 
before Federation. 

Litigation followed when in 1923 the 

Government of New South Wales claimed the 
Island as its property! After seven yean, the 
High Court and the Privy Council both held 
that the claim of New South Wales was valid. 

In the meantime the naval installations on 
the Island had been largely extended. Soon 
after the outbreak of World War 11 in 1939. the 
Australian Commonwealth Government 
resumed the Island under wartime powers, 
and in 1945 purchased it for £638,000. 

Panorama of Garden Island. 1904. The Royal Nary torpedo gunboat HMS BOOMERANG lies in the foreground. 
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Looking towards Elizabeth Bav and Polls Point with Oardi 
Island in the lop left. HMAS PENGUIN ex PLA TYPL'S 
lies alongside the island's nght hand shore. 

Garden Island in ihe early 1930s. From top 10 bottom a County class heavy cruiser. HMAS 
ADELAIDE with a River class torpedo boat destroyer outboard, and HMAS PLA TYPUS 

with HMA Submarines OX LEY and OTWA Y 
HMAS MORESBY (left) Uet in Elizabeth Bay in 1930. HMi 
PENGUIN ex ENCOUNTER is berthed at Garden Island 

Captain Cook Graving Dock 
British naval policy in the 

Pacific relied on a main fleet 
based on Singapore. 

This fleet was intended to protect sea com
munications in Southern and Eastern Asia and 
in the South West Pacilc. including Australia. 
The growing naval strength and expansionist 
policy of Japan led to a request by the 
Admiralty in 1938, that a graving dock be built 
at Sydney capable or accommodating the 
largest capital ships of the Royal Navy. 

The Australian Government agreed to pay 
the expense of constructing (he dock to 
Admiralty specifications and plans. The site at 
Garden Island was recommended in January 
1940 and construction of the dock began in 
July that year as a matter of wartime 
emergency. The work proceeded in shifts 
'round-the-clock*. employing an average be
tween 2500 and 4000 workers. 

The principal feature of the plan was the 
reclamation of 33 acres of the sea bed between 
Potts Poini and the southern shore of Garden 
Island to include the basin in which the 
graving dock would be constructed. With this 
also went the levelling of the Southern end of 
the Island and excavations of the cliff at Potts 
Point to allow the building of an access road 
pu t the Woolloomooloo wharves. 

After the coffer-dam of rock filling was 
buil i. the basin was pumped dry and the 
immense task of lining the walls and bed of the 
dock with concrete, and installing caissons 
and machinery was begun. 

The dock was ready for use in March 1945 
and from then until the end of the war was 
used for docking and servicing ships of the 
British Pacific Reel and ships of the Royal 
Australian Navy. 

P««« Thirty-Six 

Construction work. 1942. 
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MODERNISATION 
Between 1945 and 1977 o i l y three 

substantial buildings were con
structed on the Island. 

By the mid 1970s it was apparent 
that the old and overcrowded 
facilit ies were inadequate to support 
the Fleet and consequent!} a mod
ernisation plan was developed. It is 
anticipated that it wi l l take 20 years 
to implement the plan at a cost of 
$)90tn in 1979 prices. It w i l l be 
necessary to undertake the work in 
stages to avoid disrupting the opera
t ion of the Dockyard. 

Garden Island Naval Dockyard. 1983. 

WOOLLOOMOOLOO BAY 
During the first five years of settlement in 

Sydney, the deep, narrow and landlocked 
recess that is nowadays known as 
Woolloomooloo Bay was known to the 
pioneer colonists as the Garden Cove. That 
name came from a rural garden on the Island 
at the mouth of the Cove. 

Sydney Cove, Farm Cove and Garden 
Cove were the first three anchorages of ships 
in Port Jackson. On their shores the first 
permanent settlement of white men in 
Australia took shape. 

Under stage 1 of the Garden Island 
modernisation project. the face of 
Woolloomooloo is being transformed again. 
The Woolloomooloo sheds have been 
demolished and Cowper Wharf Roadway has 
been realigned. A multi-storey car park 
capable of accommodating 1150 vehicles is 
being built against the cliff. Woolloomooloo Bav. 1890 
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AWA communication 
systems: designed, 
produced ana 
supported in Australia 
by Australians. 

At AWA. we integrate our own equipment with 
items chosen from other local and overseas suppliers to 
produce cost effective, operationally efficient systems 
that meet specific requirements. Quality control, 
reliability engineering, configuration control, project 
management, documentation and field service are all 
part of AWA's locally-based operation. 

AWA's defence and communications capability 
is a good example. It includes locally manufactured 
communications equipment for FDM. digital, 
telemetry and satellite applications, as well as VDU's. 
remote control, data interface and test instruments. 

These use state-of-the-art techniques and 
devices manufactured here, such as optical fibres and 
microelectronics. 

What's more. AWA extends its support into the 
future with engineers and software people who can 
react to changing needs and provide enhanced 
capability, quickly. 

Owned by Australians. AWA has served in 
Australia's defence for over half a century. We are 
proud to continue to do so. 

PROUD TO BE AUSTRALIAN 

Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia) Limited 
North Ryde Division. 
P.O. Box 96. North Ryde 2113. 
Telephone (021 887 7111. Telex AA2062.1. 

-L'VS 
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EARLY- DEPOT SHIPS 
On 1 January, 1909, the 

survey ship HIY1S PENGUIN 
was paid-off and attached to 
Garden Island as a Depot Ship. 
From this time the Royal Navy 
Garden Island Establishment 
became known as PENGUIN. 

t in I July. 1913. on transfer of (he Sydney 
Naval Establishments lo the Naval Board of 
ihe Commonwealth of Australia. PENGUIN 
was purchased by the RAN and the Establish
ment commissioned as HMAS PENGUIN. 

HMAS PENGUIN paid off for disposal on 
I January, 1923 and her place was taken by the 
light cruiser ENCOUNTER, which was com
missioned as HMAS PENGUIN on the same 
day. ENCOUNTER had previously 
decommissioned on 30 September, 1920 and 
had been in reserve since that date. 

In 1929 ENCOUNTER was scrapped and 
on the 16 August. 1929. the Depot and Repair 
Ship PLATYPUS commissioned as HMAS 
PENGUIN. 

On 26 February. 1941 PLATYPUS com mis 
sioned for sea-going war service and her place 
as a Depot Ship was taken by KUTTABUL, 
which commissioned as a tender to HMAS 
PENGUIN that same day. 

KUTTABUL was requisitioned by the 
RAN on 7 November. 1940. from Sydney 
Ferries Ltd. to provide spare and overflow 
accommodation for ships in refit at Garden 
Island. The staff of PENGUIN moved into the 
newly erected Hydrographies! building on 
Garden Island. 

The third HMAS PENGUIN ex PLA TYPUS. 
commissioned as such in August. 1929. 

agaaj H • 

HMAS PENGUIN (tt) was the former 
Challenger class cruiser HMAS ENCOUNTER. 

On ihe I June, 1942. a torpedo fired by a 
Japanese midget submarine, at the heavy 
cruiser USS CHICAGO, passed under 
KUTTABUL'sthin hull and exploding against 
the sea wall, caved in her bottom whence she 
sank in shallow water. KUTTABUL sustained 
29 casualties of which 21 were fatal. 

On I January. 1943. Garden Island commis
sioned as HMAS KUTTABUL perpetuating 
the name of the ferry. The name PENGUIN 
passed to the Balmoral Naval Depot on the 
same day. 

Compensation subsequently paid to Sydney 
Ferries Ltd. at the end of the war for the loss of 
the KUTTABUL was 17,500 pounds. 
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LOCALITY: 
POTTS POINT 

The Aboriginal name Tor Potts Point was 
"CARRAGEEN*, however Governor Phillip 
in his survey or 1792 named il Point Campbell 

In 1822 the land was framed to the Judge 
Advocate John Wylde who later sold off 

approximately six and a half acres to Mr J H. 
Potts Neither of these gentlemen ever built 
properties on the Point, nevertheless (heir 
names have been perpetrated in 'Wylde Street. 
Potts Point' where HMAS KUTTABUL is 

now located. 
The actual sue in Potts Point on which 

HMAS KUTTABUL now stands was pre 
viously occupied by three properties called 
'Moncur Lodge' (later 'St Mungo'). 'Como' 

Wylde Street, Potts Point, circa late 1800s 

and "Clarens". which were all built between 
1840 and 1845. The most historically import
ant of these buildings was 'Clarens' 

CLARENS 
Clarens' named after the town on Lake 

Geneva in Switzerland, was built in 1845 and 
purchased by James Martin in 1853. Martin 
was to become Premier of New South Wales 
and later Chief Justice. Martin Place in 
Sydney is named after him. 

Martin spent considerable funds embellish
ing his Potts Point home. Acting as his own 
architect and superintendent, he converted the 
garden of 'Clarens' to resemble the private 
garden of an Archon of Ancient Greece, a 
wide stairway of golden Pyrmont freestone, 
ornamented with beautifully sculptured 
Grecian urns and pallisades, led from the 
summit, terrace by terrace down to a privae 
jetty. At (he (op of the stairway, commanding 
a view across the harbour to the Heads, was 

The Clarens gardens in 1983. 

Front of Clarens. facing Sydney Harbour. 
another masterpiece in freestone, a summer 
house paved with intricate design of polished 
marble. On the middle terrace, high above (he 
water, was the glory of the garden — a replica 
in frees(one of the Choragic Monument of 
Lysicartes. This monumen( now resides in (he 
Botanic Gardens, Sydney. 

'Clarens' had a very early association with 
Garden Island and the Navy. Commodores of 
visaing Squadrons had a standing invitation 
(o come across from Garden Island to 
'Clarens'. Naval Commanders-in-Chief 
Australian Sta(ion, Commodore James 
Erskine RN (18821884) and Rear Admiral 
Sir George Tryon, RN (1884-1886) were 
regular visitors to 'Clarens*. 

'Clarens' was demolished in t966 in the 
wake of the construction of the Barracks. All 
that remains today (o this significant residence 
are sections of the garden walls and the 
gazebo. 

Pmgu Forty July. 1964 

MONCUR LODGE and COMO were 
demolished by developers about I939. A street 
was formed and named Collins Avenue and 
the two estates subdivided imo nine allotments 
which were sold but never built on. 

CLARENS. later named WILGA, was 
again divided into two flats and called 
WILGA and STRATHISLA From about 
I936 CLARENS became the private hospital 
CHARLEMONT The Department of the In 
terior acquired CHARLEMONT and most of 
the other properties on the eastern side of 
Wylde Street around 194I CHARLEMONT 
was occupied by WRANS who operated the 
Sydney Communication Centre, which was 
also situated on the site during the latter pan 
of World War II 

After the war it became sailors' ac
commodation for personnel employed at 
Naval Headquarters. Garden Island Dock
yard. Ships in Reserve. Gunnery Instructional 
Centre and Sydney Shore Patrol. It was 
nicknamed CHARLIE'S. 

The present Barracks was commenced in 
February 1964. CHARLEMONT was gradu 
ally dwarfed by the new building and finally 
succumbed to the demolishers hammer when 
KUTTABUL was completed The ground 
floor of the Administration block stands on 
the site of Collins Avenue and the 
North/South Wing cuts through the front of 
the old house. 

THE BADGE 
Each commissioned ship, establishment and 

Fleet Air Arm Squadron is eligible to wear a 
badge. 

The ship's Names. Badges and Honour's 
Committee consider applications from any 
Naval organisation for the allocation of a 
badge, which if considered suitable, will be 
recommended to the Chief of Naval Sufi for 
approval 

The history of the HMAS KUTTABUL 
badge design, blazon and motto is described 
below. 

HISTORY 
When the Naval Board, in 1945, requested 

all ships and establishment to provide details 
of any badges worn, (he Commanding Officer 
of HMAS KUTTABUL replied forwarding a 
black and white sketch of a badge which he 
proposed should be adopted for his command. 

The design showed the head and shoulders 
of an aboriginal warrior carrying a spear - an 
almost identical stance to that shown in the 
badge of HMAS WARRAMUNGA. In the 
background there were two ships: one a 
modern warship, the other a sailing vessel. The 
Commanding Officer advised that the design 
had been selected because 'kuttabul' was an 
aboriginal word. He did not suggest a motto. 

No action was taken regarding the pro
posal, and 16 years passed before the second 
attempt to obtain a badge for the Establish-
menl. 

On October 3, 1961, the Commanding 
Officer submitted a rough sketch for a pro
posed badge. This design was based on the 
obsolete Sydney Ferries Ltd House Rag. as 
worn by the former Sydney ferry 
KUTTABUL A St Andrew's Cross on a blue 
background with the letters S and F in the 
horizontal segments. In this instance the letters 
S and F had been deleted and at the intersec
tion of (he cross, a gold laurel wreath — to 
commemorate the personnel lost in the sinking 
of the ferry KUTTABUL The suggested 
motto was "AT HAND - READY" from the 
Latin — "Ad Manum" This motto was con
sidered appropriate in that it was considered 
that HMAS KUTTABUL was at hand to look 
ater OCCEA'sinow FONSC) HQ 

The proposed design was considered to lack 
balance, so a second design was suggested 
replacing (he laurel wreath with a Waratah 
flower, this being the floral emblem of New 
Soulh Wales. After modification to delete the 
stem and leaves (so leaving only (he 'head' of 
the flower) the design was approved, but with 
the motto I SHALL MAINTAIN. This motto, 
however, had already been alloca(ed to 
HMAS LEEUW1N, so was changed to 
WISDOM AND FIDELITY 

Construction nearing completion. 1966. 

The Defence Minister. Mr Faimalt cuts the ribbon to officially open the 
new KUTTABUL Also in the picture left to right, art AB D. M. Jackson. 
Supply Officer Commander Fulton. Miss Navy. WRAN Rosemary Fame. 
Commanding Officer Commander Wilson and AB J- W. Griffin. 7th 

October. 1966. 
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This version of the badge, approved on July 
9. 1963. showed (he flower head outlined, or 
edged, in white - in the mistaken belief that to 
conform with the heraldic tincture rule the red 
flower had to be edged with white so (hat it 
could be placed on the blue field. The tincture 
rule does not allow a colour to be placed on 
another colour - only upon a metal - hence 

the argent (silver or white edging). 
Another rule, however, allows a •proper' 

charge (one in its natural colours - as was the 
Waratah) to be placed on either a colour or a 
metal, so the edging was deleted from the 
badge. In this final form it was approved as the 
official badge for HMAS KUTTABUL on 
November 14, |969 

(List of Officen) 
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DESTROYER! 

GERMAN DESTROYERS IN WORLD 
WARD 

by M.J. WHITELY 
Pablished by ARMS A ARMOUR PRESS of 

UatfM 
Available in Australia fro* Thorns C. 

Lothlaa Pry Ma of 4-12 Tattersalls Use, 
Melbourne, Victoria 

Reviewed by VIC JEFFERY 

Although tbey were the most active Gerssaa 
surface- warships during World War Two, very 
Utile has beta published oa the wartlate activi
ties of the Gerataa destroyer. 

Heavily-armed German destroyers laid 
minefields in British and Polish waters along 
with the Baltic. They supported in invasions of 
Denmark and Norway, operated with such 
well-known capital ships such as the baltle-
cniisers SCHARNHORST and GNEIS-
ENAU, fought against Russian convoys in the 
icy Arctic wastes and clashed with British 
destroyers in the English Channel. North Sea 
and the Bay of Biscay. 

Among the most famous of their wartime 
successes was the torpedoeing of the 13,000 
ton British cruiser. HMS EDINBURGH in 
1942. whilst it was laden with Russian gold 
and a double success when five torpedo boat-
destroyers clashed with a British force com
prising a cruiser and six destroyers off (he 
French coast. In the ensuing action the cruiser, 
HMS CHARYBDIS and the destroyer HMS 
LIMBOURNE were torpedoed and sunk. 

The first two parts of this fascinating book. 
Design A Construction and Operations com
prises 14 chapters covering topics such as 
North Sea Offensive, Challenge in the 
Channel. The Freezing North, Arctic Adven
ture and Norwegian Swansong. 

Part One's four chapters cover war-built 
destroyers, torpedo boats and armament and 
consists of 24 individual entries covering all 
facets of pre-war destroyers, Heavier flak 
armament, More guns and Sophisticated fire 
control. 

Included in the Part Two section of this 
book are 10 chapters packed with 69 in
dividual incidents and action accounts bear
ing titles such as - A rogue torpedo. Trickery 
afoot. Caught in the crossfire. Search for a 
convoy and Point blank range. 

Part Three covers seven appendices cover
ing Technical data on destroyers and torpedo 
boat destroyers. Construction and career 
notes of destroyers and torpedo boat 
destroyers, offering extensive detailed notes on 
the ships construction details. Commanding 
Officers, career summaries and eventual fates, 
and even three pages of mine-laying successes 
in 1939-40. 

Consisting of 310 pages and including 42 
black and white photographs, 14 maps and 15 
line drawings, "Destroyer" draws heavily on 

previously unpublished official reports and 
also documents covering the design and con
struction of the warships themselves. Carefully 
and thoroughly researched, this book is priced 
at $39.95. 

THOROUGHLY RECOMMENDED 

"CONWAY'S ALL THE 
WORLD'S FIGHTING SHIPS 

1947-1982" 
"PART II: THE WARSAW PACT 
AND NON-ALIGNED NATIONS** 

Published by: 
Coaway 

MARITIME PRESS 
Reviewed by: SHTANDART' 

It is extrtssely difficult (o auke an> advene 
criticism about this book. It it unique la assay 
aspects, not the least of then betag the fact that, 
unlike the vast majority of compendium* of this 
type, the oftea convoluted political history of 
each of the 125 aatloaa covered here are dis
cussed la some detail prior to the actual listing 
of vessels. 

For those who have never had access to the 
post-war editions of "Janes Fighting Ships", 
this book will more than adequately fill a 
heartfelt need. For all its dimensional slim-
ness. (his very comprehensive volume includes 
the very smallest ocean-going armed vessels as 
well as the the obvious major units of even the 
most obscure 'naval' nations like Kiribati, 
formerly the British Gilbert Islands, and the 
mythical Swiss Navy whose armed maritime 
activity precedes the fifteenth century. 

The development of the post-war 
Yugoslavian Navy is particularly fascinating, 
especially when one reads of the awesome and 
seriously-considered naval aspirations which 
were felt to be achievable by the People's 
Assembly Presidium as early as December, 
1946. These included plans for four cruisers 
and 20 destroyers, together with lesser craft. 

Warsaw Pact nations are dealt with as a 
separate group and, not surprisingly, the 
Soviet Union receives a great deal of atten
tion: this effort being extended to full discus
sions covering weapons and sensors for all 
purposes, including mines, fire control radars 
and a brief history of sonar systems in Soviet 
Naval service. 

Recent additions such as the KIROV class 
battlecruiser. TYPHOON/SIERRA diss 
SSBNs and UDALOY class large destroyers 
are discussed in full and, at the other end of 
the scale, even Argentine battle casualties 
from the Falklands/Malvinas War and 
museum ships extant in the various navies 
receive adequate coverage. 

For all its historical content, this is a 
thoroughly up-to-date, high-quality book of a 
kind one expects from this reputable publish
ing house. Photographic and general il
lustrative content is nothing short of excellent 
in all respects. Even though it is the second 
pan of an existing work, it is complete in itself, 
even up to the 1983 addenda, and would be a 
very necessary addition to anyone's naval 
library. I highly commend this work to the 
intending purchaser. 

"THE GUINNESS BOOK OF 
SHIPS ft SHIPPING FACTS AND 

FEATS** 
as- TOM HARTMAN 

Published ay GUINNESS SUPERLATIVES 
LIMITED of Middlesex, England. Available 
la Australia through William Colllas of 55 

Clarence St. Sydney. Price S28.00 

Reviews J by: 
VIC JEFFERY 

This recently published title la the Gulaawaa 
series to a asast for the library of every ship-
lover. 

Divided into six sections - Experiment and 
Exploration, Warships and Warfare, Trade 
and Transport, Distress and Disaster, Odd 
Facts and Appendices, (his book is truly a 
fascinating collection of entries relating to 
ships, ancient and modern. 

Consisting of 264 pages and laid out in an 
open easy to read format, the text is supported 
by 196 black and white photos and line 
drawings, 26 colour photographs, two pages of 
house flags in full colour and nine maps. 

This book goes a long way towards answer
ing most of the questions anyone mighi re
asonably ask about ships. 

Warships, merchant ships, inventors, 
shipwrecks, explorers and battles are covered 
as are the general characteristics of over 150 
types of vessels in one of the two appendices. 
The other appendix relates to a glossary of 
nautical terms and acronyms. 

Sub-sections cover areas such as: Hospital 
Ships; troopships; medals and The Era of the 
Wooden Warship. 

I f you are looking for the answers to 
questions such as The most famous sea fight in 
English history; The first man to equip his 
ships with hammocks; The first ship to be sunk 
by a submarine and the first ship to have her 
machinery below the waterlinc, you will find 
them in here. 

Two famous Royal Australian Navy ships 
recorded in tragic events in the book are the 
second HMAS SYDNEY which was lost in 
action with the German raider KORMORAN 
off the WA coast in 1941. This is the known 
occasion on which both hunter and hunted 
were sunk. 

The second RAN ship was the heavy 
cruiser. HMAS AUSTRALIA which was the 
first ship to be hit by a Japanese Kamikaze 
suicide aircraft, this taking place on 17 
October, 1944. 

Recommended reading and a valuable 
ready reference for any lover of ships. 
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Western 
Australia 

— State on the move 
by VIC JEFFERY, Navy Public Relations Officer (WA) 

Sprawling over an area of more than 2.5 million square kilometres with a 
landscape ranging from the grandeur of the Kimberleys in the north to the large 
timber forests of the south. Western Australia is certainly a State on the move. 

Described as the "Home of the America's Cup", "State of Excitement" and by a new WA Tourism 
Bureau slogan as "WA — One great day after another" with several climate zones and golden beaches. WA is 
a year-round holiday destination. 

Western Australia's capital, Perth, is a relaxed yet sophisticated and cosmopolitan city situated on the 
banks of the Swan River with a population of nearly one million people. 

Situated some 50-odd kilometres south of Perth on picturesque Garden Island in Cockburn Sound is 
Australia's fastest growing naval base, the fleet support facility HMAS Stirling. 

Commissioned on 28 July, 1978, this fledgling naval base has since been visited by more than 100 RAN 
and Allied warships and submarines and is at present the home for one destroyer escort, one hydrographic 
survey ship, three patrol boats and two new naval tugs. 

The six years since commissioning have also seen the 
construction on the island of an oil fuel installation, an 
armaments, weapons and equipment depot and a million 
dollar re-compression chamber — the first of its type in the 
Royal Australian Navy. 

HMAS Stirling proudly lives up to its motto of "Go 
Forward". 

* • • 
The WA media were taken to sea for the day aboard 

the recently WA home-ported destroyer escort HMAS 
STUART on 8 March. 

Accompanied by the three HMAS Stirling-based 
patrol boats HMA Ships GERALDTON, ASSAIL, the 
Reservist manned ADROIT and the Darwin-based 
GAWLER, the STUART proceeded to an area outside 
Rottnest where a series of gunnery and simulated anti
submarine exercises were carried out. 

One of the highlights of the day was the successful 
firing of a Seacat anti-aircraft missile by HMAS STUART, 
the target being a Learjet towed drone. 

Some of the action is captured in these photographs taken 
by Leading Seaman Photographer Stere Chen. RAN. 
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Seen in formation off Rottnest are {left to right). HMAS A DROIT (821 Reservist manned Attack class patrol boat: HMAS GERALDTON. locally-based 
Fremantle class patrol boat with its Darwin-based sister HMAS CA WLER leading the destroyer escort HMAS STUART (46) and the other locally-based 

patrol boat which is obscured by HMAS STUART, the Attack class HMAS ASSAIL (Photo - LSPH stovo OHOOI 

An historic first off the west coast - four Royal Australian Nary Patrol boats exercising together. The four are the HMAS Stirling home-ported HMAS 
ASS AIL (nearest camera). HMAS GERA LDTON and HMAS ADROIT, along with the Darwin-based HMAS GA WLER. (Photo - LSPH S M « M 
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Saturday. 10th March. 1984, taw the 300 tonne medium natal tug 
TA.Kt.K1.4 ft launched in the yards of Australian Shipbuilding industries Ply 
Ltd at South Coogee in Cockbum Sound. Western Australia. The 
launching and naming ceremony was carried out by Mrs Judith Orr. wife of 
Commodore David Orr. Naval Officer Commanding WA Area. The tug. 
the first naval vessel to be constructed in WA since World War Two. came 
into service on 15th March. 1984. and operates from HMAS Stirling, /prtoto 

- LSPH SI*** Oman; 

A group of 
members of 

the Royal 
Australian 

Navy 

Corvettes' 
association 

and their 
wives took 

the 
opportunity 

to inspect 
the first 

Fremantle 
class patrol 

boat tobe 
based at 

HMAS Stirling, the recently commissioned HMAS GERALDTON. 
Including 10 members of the first HMAS GERALDTON's 

complement, they visited the new GERALDTON on the 9th March. 
several days before the new arrival commenced her first patrol 

(Pttoto - LSPH St*** Ovan; 

A Seacat anti-aircraft missile is fired from the destroyer escort HMAS STUART during the exercise. The missile was fired at a target drone towed by a 
commercial Learjet aircraft, /mow - LSPH St*** Grva 
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The Darwin-based Fremantle class patrol boat HMAS GA WLER made its 

The Fremantle class patrol boat HMAS GERALDTON arrived at the £ * * £ * HMA* * * • • * ?",em * * £ * ° " 2nd ManK m * 
HMAS Stirling fleet support facility in Western Australia on 17th GAWLE* " » « • » * » entering the waters of HMAS Stirling, /mow - LSPH 

February. 1984. /Photo - ABPH fnc PHman) Sw** °**"' 

Manned by the Fremantle Port Division of the Naval Reserve, the HMAS 
Stirling based Attack class patrol boat HMAS ADROIT pounds through a 

tight swell. (Phoio - LSPH St*** Ortwu 

Seen working in Careening Bay. the site of the fleet support facility HMAS 
Stirling on II April 1984. is the largest tug in the RAN. the 300 tonne 
TAMMAR. This medium tug has the distinction of being the first naval 
vessel to be constructed in Western Australia since World War Two. tPtnto 

- ABPH Enc Pam*r>) 

• I I j j ^H " • 

•• aluminium workboat. based at HMAS Stirling. (Photo 

July. 1984 

ABPH frtc The 110 tonne naval tug QVOKKA seen off Garden Island in Cockbum 
Sound. Western Australia on 11 April. 1984. tPhoto - ABPH EncPnmm) 
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IBM offers 
a unique guarantee 

VHIII find it 
on every product. 

On every IBM pmduct. then* is a small metal 
plate. Printed on it are the three letters, IBM. 

For many Australian businesses, this is the 
most valuable product benefit we offer. 

Because, to them, it represents assurance. 

Of pnxluct reliafoilitv. 
Of technical excellence and support. 
Availability of advice and business planning. 

And an on-going, satisfying Imsiness 
relationship. 

It has done ever since International Business 
Machines opened in Australia more than SO years ago. 
when we sold weighing scales and time recorders. 

Today our nameplate appears on computers. 

Our 3000 and 4300 series which are among the 
most powerful and lechnically advanced in Australia. 

And on our erpjallv advanced System/38. 
As well as on our small computers. System/23, 
System/36 and the IBM rVrsonal G>m[xiter. 

It's on our typewriters, the Selectric, which 
revolutionised typing. And our range of versatile 
eleclnmic typewriters. 

It's also on our new Displaywriter. the won! 
processor now sweeping Australia. And on our 
plain paper copiers. 

Certain features of our products may be 
copied. But our nameplate. and all the assurance 
that goes with it. never can lie. 
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OUT OF THE PAST 

BABY BATTLESHIPS 

ni RUYTER llcfttand HEHDRIK HARTOC moored in the Brisbane Ri\er, September. 1910. (Photo - Ho,*Natnananoa Na^i 

After the turn of the century, while 

the great powers were building larger 

and larger battleships, many other 

nations settled for smaller, although 

heavily armed and armoured, vessels 

for coast defence. Referred to 

variously as Coast Defence Ships, 

Coast Defence Battleships or 

Armoured Ships, these ships were not 

designed for blue water action but to 

protect their country's coasts against 

attack. 
Despite their defensive rather than offensive 

role, however, many did see blue water service, 
particularly those of the Royal Netherlands 
Navy. The Roningin Regcntes class of four 
vessel' Koningin Regcntes, De Ruyter, Hcrtog 

by MICHAEL BURGESS 

Hendrik and the slightly larger Marten 
Harpcruoon Tromp. served variously in the 
East Indies, off China and Japan, in South 
Am* ican waters and. in 1910, the first three 
visited Australia on a "flag showing" mission. 

Launched between 1900 and 1904. these 
raiher smart "baby" battleships displaced 4950 
tons, measured 317ft overall, and had a beam 
of 49ft lOin. and a maximum draft of I9fi. 
Their main armament consisted of two 9.4in 40 
calibre guns, and their secondary four 5.9in 40 
calibre guns. Smaller weapons included eight 
13 pdrs, four one pdrs, and three 18" torpedo 
tubes. Armour consisted of a 6-4" belt, a 2in 
deck and 10in for the conning lower and main 
turrets. With engines developing 7291 hp they 
had a speed of twnc .1 17 knots. Their 
complement was 34? 

Koningin Regentes was stricken in 1920. 

Marten Harper tzoon Tromp in 1932 and De 
Ruyter in 1923, but Hcrtog Hendrik. the first 
Netherlands ship equipped with radio, had a 
colourful career until sold for breaking up in 
1947. 

During the Spanish Civil War she convoyed 
Netherland ships. 

Decommissioned in 1938 she was 
recommissioncd in 1939 as a floating battery 
near Terschelling, decommissioned again in 
November 1939. then sunk by her own 
personnel in 1940 at Den Hclder after the 
German invasion. Raised by the Germans she 
was rebuilt at Antwerp and commissioned as 
the (liuting flak battery Ariadne. After the war 
she was .md at Wilhelmshaven and returned 
to the Netherlands Navy. Rebuilt again ai 
Rotterdam as an accommodation vessel she 
was recommissioned in October, 1947 and 
served first at Amsterdam then Den Hclder 
She was finally decommissioned and sold in 
1972. 

From left: DE RUYTER. HENDRIK HARTOG and KONINGIN REGENTESat Melbourne. 30th September, 1910. /pnow - *»•< mt^uno, /wv»i 
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Sting Ray explodes 
the myth of the 

torpedo-proof submarine. 

**» 

A fully autonomous underwater guided missile. Sting Ray 
signals - quite clearly - the end of submarine invincibility 

It is a deadly combination of lethal warhead and sophis
ticated computer. A propulsion system of extraordinary 
sneed, silence and agility matched to a homing system that 
^ jtures rapid search with accurate target classification at 
long range 

Sting Ray is supremely 
reliable in all operational 

situations It can be deployed by ships, helicopters, missiles or 
aircraft. Whether pulling out in the shallowest water or diving 
deeply Sting Ray quickly and implacably pursues the fastest, 
most powerful modem submannes 

Once it has its teeth into a target, it simply doesrit 
let go 

Sting Ray from Marconi. 
The end of submarine 
supremacy 

Marconi 
Underwater Systems 

iFHty 

Q C Marconi, 5 Slough Ave, Sirverwater, NSW, 2141 Phone (02) 647 2455. Telex AA20973 
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Fighting Ships of (he 
Royal Australian Navy 

A BMS "THE WORLDS NO ' S O 
LARGE NAVIES". Volum. II 

For the first lime, an accurate all-
embracing pictorial history ol Aus
tralia's Fighting Ships. 

Compiled by the editor of "The 
Navy" magazine and noted historian 
Ross Gillelt. with foreword by Rear 
Admiral Guy Griffiths. RAN. 

An essential reference work lor 
libraries, serving ex-RAN members, 
naval buffs, model makers, or (he 
"just interested". 

Attractive, handy, ready-reference 
book (racing the development of the 
RAN's "teeth" from I91i to present-
day vessels. 

Detailed text, note and 135 photos 
(many rare), on art paper, square 
bound. I28 pages, 210mm i 150mm. 
colour cover. Price: $11.95 

The Royal New Zealand Navy 
A BMS "THE WORLD'S NOT-SO-

LARGE NAVIES". Volume I 

The only pictorial history of the 
RNZN. New Zealand's Fighting Ships 
from 1913 to today's vessels. 140 photos, 
on art paper, square bound. 128 pages. 
210mm x 150mm, colour cover. 

Vetted and approved by the RNZN, 
compiled by Michael Burgess, with fore
word by Rear Admiral John O. Ross, 
RNZN. Price: S9.95 

Cruisers of the World. 1873-1961 

A source book containing 136 photos, 
on art paper, with detailed text and notes 
on 128 cruisers, including "firsts", 
"lasts", "largest", "smallest", from 18 
nations, from the British Shah of 1873 to 
the Soviet Kirov 1981. square bound. 128 
pages. 210mm x 150mm, colour cover, 
compiled by Michael Burgess, with fore
word by Rear Admiral John O Ross, 
RNZN. Price: $11.45 

These »nd other BMS nMval titles are 
tvailibk from: 
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RECORD 
RUN 

by BRIAN NOONAN 

A MAN who has led 
Brisbane's Naval Reser

vists into exclusive waters has 
stepped down from the helm. 

Brisbane's RAN Reservists - under the 
direction of Commander Rob Poulton. 49, of 
Sunnybank — have become the only Naval 
Reservists in Australia capable of manning an 
amphibious craft. 

And the Reservist-manned vessel, heavy 
landing craft HMAS LABUAN is proudly 
ensconced as part of the Regular Navy's 
Brisbane-based Australian Amphibious 
Squadron. 

Now Rob Poulton - who took delivery of 
LABUAN in May 1979 and was in charge of 
the amphibious training of the men who were 
to take her to sea - is moving to other work 
for (he Navy after a record term of more than 
five yean as Reservists' Commanding Officer 

But Australia's former Chief of Navy Per
sonnel, Rear Admiral D. J. Martin, has made 
sure Rob's record efforts in Brisbane have not 
gone unnoticed. 

The Rear Admiral presented Rob with a 
special commendation stating (hat the 
standards of efficiency and professionalism 

Rob has set have been excellent examples for 
those serving with him. 

The commendation stated Commander 
Poulton had shown deep concern for the 
welfare and training of his officers and men 
giving rise to a high state of morale and ser.se 
of purpose among (he division. 

Rear Admiral Martin also stated in the 
commendation (hat Commander Poulton's 
dedication and loyalty during his eighteen 
years service and his effective leadership re
flected great credit on him and on (he Royal 
Australian Naval Reserve. 

Rob Poulton, born in Cheltenham, UK. 
settled in Australia in I960 after serving in he 
British Mercham Navy, 

He served in the Australian Merchant Navy 
until 1974, then managed John Burke's shipp
ing and cargo terminal in Brisbane before 
taking over as plant and operations manager 
for Sunstate Cement last year. 

He and his wife, who is from Melbourne, 
have two sons, both attending St Peter's 
Lutheran College in Brisbane. 

In his new job for the Navy, Commander 
Poulton is conducting a seaward and port 
defence study in Brisbane and has recently 
taken over as Secretary of the Navy League of 
Australia. Queensland Branch. 

Jury. 1SS4 

Commander Rob Poulton after receiving his commendation from Australia s Chief of Naval Personnel. 
Admiral Martin, watches as HMAS LABUAN (the Naval Reservist-manned vessel that washisfiv 

nearly fire years), sails from Brisbane on a training run 
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CANTOS. 
NO SWEAT 

Canvas tarps can breathe which means that your cargo can 
breathe. So perishables can stay fresher. Metal goods don't go rusty. 
Cardboard boxes don't sag or go soggy. Canvas tarps are lighter, too. 
They don't stretch or snag like plastic. And there's less drag. 

Australian made for all marine conditions, canvas tarps come in a 
big range of colours. 12 great shades in all. And you can choose from 
wide range of weights and from two tough fabrics. If you'd like to 
know more, get in touch with Bradmill now. 

CnMlmJll CANVAS 
I f Just breathes good business. 
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NA VAL ROUNDUP — Compiled by 
"GAYVSDAH' 

The M-41 Walker Bull Jog (Photo - ABPH S*TXVJ f 

HMAS TOBRUK DELIVERS VINTAGE TANK 
The Royal Australian Nmty'i henry landing i*V HMAS TOBRUK 

returned from her Sew Zealand deploy mem on Monday. April 2. 
TOBRUK unloaded a cargo of Army water transport craft includ

ing two 68 tonne landing craft (LCM 8s) and up to six LARCs 
(amphibious vehicles). 

However the highlight of (he morning was the transfer from 
TOBRUK through her stern ramp to a waiting LCM 8 of an historic M-
41 Walker Bulldog tank destined for the Armoured Corp Museum at 
Puckapunyal. The tank was formerly operated by the New Zealand 
Army until replaced by the Scorpion. 

HMAS SYDNEY JOINS THE FLEET 
The Royal Australian Van 'i latett guided missile frigate HMAS 

SYDNEY made a triumphal entry through Sydney Heads at i.iO am on 
Tuesday, 27th March. 

Sydney is the first ship in the RAN to be equipped with the 
formidable close range Phalanx anti-missile weapon system capable of 
firing 3000 rounds of tungsten-tipped bullets per minute from a six 
barrel 20mm gun 

She is also armed with a Mk 13 guided missile launcher for 
Harpoon anti-surface missiles and Standard anti-aircraft missiles. 
Sydney carries a 76mm Mk 75 gun and two triple Mk 32 anti-submarine 

July, 1984 

HMAS SYDNEY arriving 27th March. 1984. iPnoto - LSPH/ton MMW0 
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warfare torpedo tubes. The vessel has a sophisticated array of sensors 
and computerised warfare systems- She is powered by two General 
Electric LM 2500 gas turbines driving one controllable pitch propellor to 
give speed of more than 28 knots. Sydney displaces 3600 tons and is 
equipped to carry two helicopters. 

Sydney's Lord Mayor Alderman Douglas Sutherland and the Fleet 
Commander Rear Admiral Geoffrey Woolrych joined Sydney by 
helicopter out at sea for her progress to Circular Quay. 

INDONESIAN FISHING BOAT 
APPREHENDED BY NAVY 

The FremmmtU Class patrol boat HMAS MUNICH apprekcndcj mm 
Indonesian fishing bomt off the monk westcotstom 21 si March mmd escorted it 
to kooimm Island, monk of Derby, for mswstigmtiom by the Mrs? Australian 
fishery officials. 

The fishing boat was first sighted it 3.30 pm the previous day by a 
coastal surveillance patrol aircraft. At the time it was hidden in 
mangroves at the entrance to King Sound. 

The Coastal Surveillance Centre in Canberra requested Navy 
assistance, and IPSWICH which was on patrol duties in the vicinity of 
Ashmore Reef, was ordered to carry out a search. The patrol boat 
intercepted the Indonesian fishing boat at 9.45 am, and handed it over to 
the West Australian officials at Koolan Island. 

VISITS BY ALLIED AND FRIENDLY NAVAL 
SHIPS 

At the conclusion of consmitmtioms t r n m i the I nued Stain, the L'nited 
Kingdom mmd Austrmtim, the Mimisterfor Defence. Mr SchoUs has announced 
thmt: 
• As a result of the visit of HMS INVINCIBLE to Sydney last 

December the Government had reviewed the arrangements for visits 
by allied and friendly naval ships to Australian pons and in 
particular the question of possible access to Australian dry dock 
facilities. 

• The Australian Labor Party and this Government have gone on 
record as supporting the visits of naval ships of our ANZUS allies. 
This policy applied equally to our other friends and allies, par
ticularly the British. 

• Visits by allied warships are fully consistent with our responsibilities 
as a sovereign nation which must protect its fundamental security 
interests, as is the provision of necessary repair facilities. 

• As a matter of record, we wish to state that this Government does not 
require that allied Governments reveal whether their ships carry 
nuclear weapons. Both the United States and British Governments 
have a policy of neither confirming nor denying the presence of 
nuclear weapons. We accept the reasons for that policy. 

• The United States and British Governments are aware of Australian 
concerns with respect to the storage of nuclear weapons on 
Australian territory. 

• Consultations between Australian, United States and British officials 
over recent weeks addressed the question of an allied or friendly 
warship possibly needing to drydock in an Australian port in the 
future. It was agreed that each request would have to be considered 
on its own merits taking into account technical and safety factors, 
and the strategic and operational circumstances obtaining at the 
time. As Ministers have Mated. Australia would not in any way 
endanger the safety of any allied or friendly ship or crew in need of 
access to Australian facilities; and 

• As befits the relations between friends and allies, we will continue to 
have close consultations on all matters that affect our joint efforts to 
provide for our mutual defence. 

LIFT-OFF FOR SUPER JUMP-JET 
The JtrO prodwcTion rersion of m new Anglo-IS generation of jump-jm 

thmt offer twice the pmyioad or range oj tkr present Hmrrier *erticmi take-off 
mmd landing fVTOL) fighter hmt rtcently keen handed over to the US Marine 
Corps. 

The Super Harrier, to be known in the US as the AV-8B and in the 
UK as the GR MK.5. has been developed jointly by British Aerospace 
and McDonnell Douglas as a successor to the UK plane which has for 
years been the world's only operational VTOL aircraft. It is currently in 
front-line service with the UK air force. The US Marine Corps and the 
Spanish navy while a Sea Harrier variant is in service with the British 
and Indian navies. 

HMAS ADVANCE in the Captain Cook dry dock during her recent refit 
{Photo- RAM 

The Harrier II handed over at the US Marine Corps air station at 
Cherry Point in North Carolina, is the first of 12 pilot production AV-
8Bs that will be delivered to the marines this year. These aircraft will be 
followed by 21 limited production planes that will swell the Cherry Point 
fleet to 33 by next year when the first squadron of the newcomers will 
become operational. 

Four full-scale development AV-8Bs have already been built and 
are now being used for flight testing. The US marines expect to acquire 
336 Harrier lis over the next decade. The British Royal Air Force plans 
to have 60 and to introduce the first batch into service in 1987. 

General Paul X. Kelley, Commandant of the Marine Corps, said at 
the hand-over. "We have the grratest force in the world, so it is 
appropriate that we also have the greatest aircraft of its kind in the 
world. We have that here today." 

NAVAL RESERVISTS IN MAJOR SHIPPING 
EXERCISE 

More thorn 170 mem mmd women of the Royal AuMtrmlimm Naval Reserve 
(RANK), assisted by 60 permanent Satal mmd Air Fort* personnel, par
ticipated in m two-week mmjor exercise to practice the control and protection 
of merchant skippimg. 

Named Expanded Sea 84. the exercise, which began on 2nd April. 
was world-wide involving friendly Western nations. 

In addition to the involvement of RANR. RAN and RAAF 
personnel in the Indian and Pacific Ocean regions. Reserve personnel 
from the New Zealand. Canadian, United States and United Kingdom 
navies took pan. 

In Australia, a Maritime Headquarters was established, and control 
units set up in all major Australian pons, manned largely by Naval 
Reservists. 

During the course of the exercise many Reserve officers boarded 
Australian and friendly Western merchant ships to brief Masters. Some 
of the boardings involved transfer of Reservists to merchant ships at sea 
by Navy and RAAF helicopters for briefings on plans and procedures to 
control the movement of merchant ships in situations of simulated 
tension. 

In Australia, exercise Expanded Sea 84 was under the direction of 
the Fleet Commander. Rear Admiral G. J. H. Woolrych, RAN. 

FIRST ADFA COMMANDANT 
The Mimisterfor Defence, Mr Geedom Scholes, rtcently announced the 

appointment of Commodore Peter R. Sinclair, RAN, as the first Command-
tmt of the Amstrmlimm Defence Force Acmdemy. 
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HMAS IBIS paying off. 4th May. 1982. (Photo -

Commodore Sinclair will be promoted Rear Admiral and take up 
the appointment on July 9, 1984. 

The Academy, in the Canberra suburb of Campbell, has been under 
construction since 1980 and is expected to open in January. 1986. 

Mr Scholes' announcement coincided with a ceremony at ADFA 
recently during which the Chief of Defence Force Staff. Air Chier 
Marshal Sir Neville McNamara, unveiled a plaque to mark the 
acceptance of ADFA as a separate unit of the Australian Defence Force. 

Mr Scholes said it was the first true ADF unit with the staff and 
support to be provided by all three Services. 

"As an educational institution, ADFA is affiliated with UNSW 
though it is answerable militarily direct to CDFS." Mr Scholes said. 

"The Academy will bring together in a single institution for all three 
Services a diversity of courses taught by academic and military staff of 
the highest calibre." he said. 

RAAF FLYING IN SUPPORT OF THE FLEET 
The Department of Defence mmd the Defence Force hare no hmowledge of 

any document mentioning a figure of S80 million for the COtt of RAAF flying 
in support of the Australimn Fleet, the Minister for Defence. Mr Gordon 
Scholes reported im April 

He was commenting on media reports mat the RAAPs assumption 

The former Daring ctasi destroyer HMAS VENDETTA is lowed across 
Sydney Harbour on Friday. 25th May to be stripped of any valuable items 
sttil aboard and which can be used by her sister HMAS VAMPIRE. Later 
in June the ship was placed into the Captain Cook Dry' Dock and made 
leawonhyfor her last voyage. tPhoto - ABPH Kath Cow. RAMI 

of support flying for the RAN was costing more than the support 
formerly given by the Fleet Air Arm. 

Mr Scholes said that when all flying support tasks were transferred 
to the Air Force from the Reel Air Arm, a process expected to he 
completed by July 1984, the additional cost for the flying hours for items 
such as fuel, spares and contractor servicing, would be about S5 million. 
This will be more than offset by net savings of about $10 million a year as 
a result of reductions in other Navy costs flowing from the transfer of the 
air support tasks to the RAAF. This will give a net annual saving of 
about $5 million a year without taking into account the very substantial 
capital investment required to sustain the Fleet Air Arm. 

The Minister said that the Beet Air Arm fixed wing aircraft flew a 
total of just under 4000 hours in 1982-83 on Reel support tasks and 
training. In 1983-84 Reet support tasks are being carried out by both 
Reel Air Arm and RAAF aircraft, with the Air Force providing some 
1500 hours and the RAN some 1700 hours. 

"The RAAF is broadly meeting the Navy requirements now," the 
Minister said, "and by the end of this financial year on June 30 it will fly 
the hours on Reet support tasks agreed by both services." 

Rorke Valves Pty Ltd J , 
29-31 LEVINA STREET, ATHOL PARK, SA, 5012 

MANUFACTURERS OF MARINE VALVES 

APPROVED CONTRACTORS TO THE RAN 

Approved Contractors to the Department of Defence, Public Works — SA Meat Corporation and 
suppliers to the Public Service Building in Adelaide 

Rorke are also suppliers of all valves to RAN Patrol Craft being built by 
North Queensland Engineers and Agents Pty Ltd, Cairns, North Queensland 

ALL ENQUIRIES 

Phone (08) 47 3030, (08) 47 4630 
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For years, ihc shallow waters of the Australian 
coastline have made detecting hostile submarines 
virtually impossible. 

Recently however, a South Australian 
company, Thom-E.M.I. have been instrumental in 
overcoming this problem 

The Mulloka or 'Devil-fish' sonar system is a 
revolutionary new type of high frequency sonar 
detection system. It was developed entirely at the 
Defence Research Centre, Salisbury in South 
Australia and today plays an integral pan in Australia's 
defence system. 

With companies such as Thorn-E.M.I., Fairey, 
Sola International, Philips and British Aerospace, 
South Australia boasts the best research, development 
and manufacturing facilities in Australia. 

So it's easy to detect where the future of 
Australia's advanced technology lies. 

If you would like to find out how we complete 
projects on time and to the highest standards in the 
world, please contact the Director of State Development 
G.P.O. Box 1264, Adelaide, South Australia 5001. 

A* 
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USS NEW JERSEY 

A high oblique port bow view of the battleship USS SEW JERSEY. In the background is the replenishment oiler USS KA NSAS CITY. tPttoto - USH) 

An aenai new of USS NEW JERSEY taken in the Pacific Ocean in 
September. 1968. during the ship's Vietnam commission. (Photo - USN) 
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A a * Matter*ofOui Crjfi 

m. 
LTD. 

• SHIP BUILDING 

• SHIP REPAIRS 

• SHIP DESIGN 

Major Builders of Vessels and Craft 
for the North West Shelf 

Local and International Oil Exploration Industry 

• Work Boats • TUQS • Fishing Vessels 
• Survey supply Vessels • Barges • 300 Tonne Slip 

• Oceanographic Vessels 

4 M E W S R O A D , F R E M A N T L E - TELEX 33003 

Telephone: 335 8077 

Also .1COCKBURN ROAD, COOQEE, WA 
Telephone:410 2211 
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If the cap fits... 
Choosing the right company to construct submarines in 
Australia, could be somewhat of a problem. 
In fact with vessels as technologically advanced as todays 
it could end up a bit of a hit and miss affair. 
But it's not because the various disciplines required aren't 
available here, they are, but no one company alone can offer 
them. 
So you could pick a name from a hat or you can consider this. 
Clough Engineering offer the single most important skill 
necessary for satisfactory completion of the job. 
Expert project management. 
And that's just what we're doing. 

Clough Engineering Group 22 Mount Street Perth Western Australia s f 09) 3218722 Telex AA92584 

HMAS TOBRUK 
New Zealand Deployment 

H M A S TOBRUK, the 
RAN's Amphibious Heavy 
Landing Ship has returned to 
Australia after participating in 
multi-national exercises off the 
New Zealand Coast. 

TOBRUK sailed from Sydney on 21 
February with eiements of the 1st Field 
Squadron Royal Australian Engineers 
embarked. The first pon of call was Great 
Barrier Island, off Auckland, where the army 
contingent was landed to take part in exercise 
Tasman Exchange 

Auckland was the next stopping point and 
during the ships ten days alongside I I M S / S 
Philomel, iin.il preparations were completed 
for the major exercise of the deployment. This 
exercise was codenamed Nonhern Safari. 

l.iui A. F. ROSENTHAL 

PRO. H M A S T O B R l K 

The aim of the exercise was to mobilise the 
New Zealand Army's Ready Reaction Force 
and to familiarise selected elements of this 
force in air/sea deployment to an area lacking 
in developed port and off loading facilities. 

TOBRUK's role in the exercise was to ferry 
the estimated 700 soldiers, 50 vehicles and 
associated stores to Great Barrier Island, the 
venue chosen for the exercise. Included 
amongst the soldiers transported to the island 
were 136 Gurkhas, normally based in Hong 
Kong, who were to act as the enemy force. 
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HMAS TOBRUK loaded with army equipment 
for 'Northern Safari' 

The venue chosen for the exercise was an 
ideal scenario for TOBRUK to demonstrate 
her impressive capabilities in her principal 
role of an amphibious landing vessel. 
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LARC V rmtmrkj armlion fuel from HMAS 
TOBRUK. 
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v NAVCOM ELECTRONICS 
& PTY LTD 
MARINE & COMMUNICATION ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 

35 McMINN ST, DARWIN (GPO Box 2575) 
P h O n e : 8 1 1 3 1 1 Telex: 85750 - AH: 81 5337 

MARINE & COMMUNCATIONS ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 
Repair and Servicing all makes of Electronic Communication and Navigation Equipment 

L 
Telephone: (089) 81 1311 

AH: (089) 81 5337 - Telex: 85750 

PTY LIMITED 

90-100 SUSSEX STREET, SYDNEY, NSW, 2000. TELEPHONE: 290 1866 

SYDNEY TELEX: 21412 

52 M A I T L A N D R O A D . ISL INGTON, NEWCASTLE, 2296. TELEPHONE: 69 1244 

MARINE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS 
COMPLETE ELECTRICAL SERVICES 

PREFERRED CONTRACTORS TO THE RAN 

• Surveys and running surveys • Installations • Maintenance • Repairs • Electronic service • All 
power tool repairs, Black and Decker. Wolf, Skil, Makita • A C . & D.C. motor repairs • Control panels 
• Switchboards • Transformer repairs • Domestic appliances, polishers, washing machines, fans, 

vacuum cleaners • Marine refrigeration • Air-conditioning repairs 

24 HOUR SERVICE 

SYDNEY 
A. Mitchell, Senior Supervisor 727 8926 
N. Green, Supervisor 43 1196 
H. Mills. Supervisor 48 6247 
J. Hopkins, Assistant Manager 451 4341 
D. Stewart. Manager 94 3880 

NEWCASTLE 
* G. Leggett, Service Supervisor 49 7992 
* A. Kafer. Assistant Manager 45 2105 
* W. A. Brown, Manager 47 1423 
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of cargo the ship sailed from Lytielton, near 
Chrislchurch. to embark further elements of 
the Ready Reaction Force. During the four 
days alongside (he crew experienced the warm 
hospitality which is an integral pan of any 
New Zealand visit. But social success was not 
the only highlight of the visit. The ship's 
Australian Rules football team proved 

themselves a formidable force by defeating a 
team of local stars by eighty-five points. This 
feat was repeated again in Auckland later in 
the deployment but not however, by such a 
rude margin. 

With yet another "green horse" embarked 
the ship returned to Great Barrier Island and 
once again successfully lodged her cargo on 

the island's rugged shores. Having completed 
the lodgement. TOBRUK sailed to join Exerc
ise AUCKEX, an ASW exercise in which units 
from the RAN. RNZN. USN and RNZAF 
participated. During the exercise the ship was 
involved in the salvage of a sinking fishing 
trawler off Great Barrier island and detached 
from the exercise early to tow the stricken 
trawler to Auckland. 

The task of extracting the New Zealand 
Forces from Great Barrier Island was con
ducted during the period 26-27 March and the 
exercise, from TOBRUK's point of view con
cluded in Auckland with the final discharge of 
stores and personnel. 

The ship sailed for Sydney on 29 March with 
the army participants of Tasman Exchange 
embarked. Throughout the voyage both sailors 
and soldiers alike worked feverishly to pre
pare the ship for her annual inspection which 
was scheduled for Thursday. 12 April. 

The crew's efforts culminated with a sue-
cessful inspection report from the Meet Com
mander and the ship sailed the following 
morning to anchor off Grotto Point, Sydney, 
an anchorage not recommended for those 
contemplating relaxation. 

During the four days the ship was at anchor 
the Maritime Wing of (he Army School of 
Transport carried out freight handling exerc
ises using LARC V amphibious vehicles in 
preparation for deployment with the 
Australian National Antarctic Research Ex
pedition. 

TOBRUK departed Sydney on Monday. 17 
April and headed north to her Brisbane base 
and a well deserved rest over the Easier 
holidays. its photo* - comity HUAS TOBKM I 

Each patient has our 
full support 

Through crisis to cure, Joyce 
hospital beds will be helping 
the Navy's 
patients 24 
hours a day. 

Official Contractor & 
Supplier of Hospital 
Beds and Accessories 
to the Australian Armed 

The ultimate hospital 
bed system, Its brilliant 
design and rugged 
construction work unfailingly 
to make life comfortable for 
patients and staff. 
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PART It : The Wa 

An authorative survey of the period is long 1 

overdue and Conway's All the World's Fighting 

Ships 1947-1982 fulfils that need by providing a j 
clear, but comprehensive picture of postwar ] 
naval affairs from the largest political issues to i 

the minute technicalities of warship design 

The firs! volume covers the NATO navies, its 
associated like France and other Western 

Ptsase send <ne in* loilownng 
Conway i All trw irVorld •. FigM.ng Snip* DM'-62 Pari 1 # Ifl) 86 
Conway • All tfie Wo*Id • Fighting Snips I M ' K Part li • J"* 95 

Address 

3 N W A V 
H E W O 
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;HIP< 
•47-191 
powers 

saw Pact and 

FX.II 11\<. 
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Non- Aligned Nations 

! orientated powers such as Japan. Australia and 

New Zealand 

' Part (1 contains the navies of the Warsaw Pact, 

non-aligned countries and minor navies. 

$79.95 each volume 

If you wish to order these books just fill in the 

order form below: 

Postcode 

1 OfKtOM my cheque 'or J 

or charge my BANKCARD N 

I includes postage) 

Signature 

Poal lo MAINLY MOTOR BOOKS PO BOX 24. CHELTENHAM. VIC. 31W 

WHEN UNCLE SAM 
NEEDED TOTAL 

PROTECTION HE USED 
"ENVELON" 

When the U S Navy was "moth-baited' after WWII 
Envelon was used to protect the exterior of many 
of the ships. Envelon protects your products 
surface against scratching, heat, corrosion, water, 
wind, and other abrasive elements. Envelon s 
flexible vinyl membrane can be easily sprayed on 
most surfaces 

ENVELON 
For a FREE sample or demonstration contact 

DOMINION PLASTICS 
P 0 B o x 1 3 5 8 S h e p p a r t o n V i c 3 6 2 0 

P h : ( 0 5 8 ) 2 1 1 4 7 7 

DON T WRAP IT! 
SEAL N PEEL IT! 

your machinery needs to 
be temporarily protected, don't 
wrap it in plastic or canvas. 
Seal'n'Peel it 
Seal'n'Peel protects surfaces 
against sun. water, dust. gas. 
corrosion, scratching, staining 
etc Seal'n'Peel's elastic 
membrane was used to 

"moth ball'' ships ol the 
US. Navy after WWII 
Seal'n'Peel gives you the 
kind of protection expensive 
machinery and equipment 
needs. See how Seal'n'Peel 
can save you money 

*OH A FWF SAWLE SENO TOUR BuSNESS CAflO TO 

MaHjnpEEL 
Dominion Plastic InduStrtes. 

PO Box 1358 Shopparton. Victoria. 3 6 3 0 
Telephone 10581 21 1477 

LIQUID MEMBRANE SUPPLIES 
7 M o l c o l m ltd. M a d d l n g l o n . WA. p r ion* . 499 » 2 M 
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NAVY LEAGUE 
DIVISIONAL 

& CADET NEWS 

QUEENSLAND 
Recently the R A N played an important role 

i i (he practical development of a ( roup of Naval 
Reserve Cadet* from Queensland when it boated 
tea of them tofetber with their ( ..mmandinj; 
officer and two P O instructor. ..n the Flagship 
H M A S S T A L W A R T for a voynge from Sydney 
to Brisbane, la doing so R A N and the officers of 
S T A L W A R T earned the gratitude of t i n s * 
involved and indeed of tbe N R C movement 
generally for their co-opt rat ion and understand
ing. The Cadets experience took place during 
S r A L W A R T a latoleanent in exercise Sea 
Eagle off tbe Australian Coast from Tuesday, 
13 M a r c h until coming alongside at Brisbane on 
Wednesday, 21 March 

T h e cadets where possible tilted in wi th the 
routine running of the ship but as well 
witnessed or took p a n in. shipboard activities 
such as fi relighting exercises, engineroom 
watches, refuell ing at sea, anchoring in 
harbour, a church service at sea, jack-stay 
transfers and helicopter operation f rom the 
flight deck. Practical instruction the lads 
received included steering experience on the 
bridge (a l l achieved at least 10 hours 
watchkeeping on the wheel) and the mainten
ance and firing of various firearms. 

The C o m m a n d i n g Officer o f the cadet 
group, Lieut J. A. Tranter ( C O . T ' S Tya lgum) 
reported however that it was not only the 
cadets who obtained benefits f rom the voyage. 
" P O Beiion and PO Dickson and myself." he 
said, "pr imar i ly acted as observers but wi th in 
a couple of days were taking a very active rote 
on board because of the total acceptance by 
S T A L W A R T S crew We managed to glean 
much useful information and o f course obtain 
first hand experience of today's Navy *' 

The experience was. then, o f benefit to all 
who look part. It was however a imed 
primari ly at developing the awareness o f the 
cadets to sea-going duties and there are ten 
cadets f rom T / S s Tya lgum, Redcliffe. Paluma, 
Magnus and Nor fo lk who wil l never forget 
(hose nine days in M a r c h . In fact as Lieut 
Tranter recalled, it was "in summary a very 
worthwhi le experience for all the N R C con
tingent, and one which, we hope, can be 
repeated in the future!" 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
TS VANCOUVER 

Sail ing regatta held in Albany on tbe Princess 
Hoy at Harbour on March 3rd. 4th and 5th. 

Units f rom Perth and fiunbury joined 
Albany N a v a l Reserve cadets in a ta i l ing 
regatta at the Princess Royal Sail ing C lub on 
the weekend. 

T h e sail ing started in earnest on Saturday 

afternoon and continued until 12 noon on 

Monday . 

The boats used were standard Navy issue 

Corsair class which are used by the Royal 

Austral ian N a v y . 

The outright winner of the regatta was the 

crew of Able Seaman Zacchin . Leading 

Seaman Reeves and Leading Seaman Jones 

f rom the TS Anzac at Rockingham 

TOTSP 

July. 1 M 4 

Aboard HMAS STALWART. March 1984. 
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Ready to board HMAS STUART. March 1984 

The mo-.t consistent trophy was awarded to 
Leading Seaman P. Hinge. Seaman Coutts and 
Seaman Longbone of the TS Vancouver at 
Albany. 

Other cadets of the TS Vancouver who 
participated in the regatta were Petty Officer S. 
Prior. Seaman Madden. Able Seaman T. 
Shirley. Leading Seaman Hearney. Able 
Seaman Woollsey. Recruit Cufley. Rescue 
crew: Seaman Hinge. Recruit Coutts. Recruit 
Milne and Galley staff Seaman M. James. 

Commanding Officer (G. Curran) SO 
NAVAL RESERVE CADETS WA was also in 
attendance at the regatta. 

The regatta was hailed as an outstanding 
success by all officers and cadets and they 
expressed their thanks to the Princess Royal 
Sailing Club Tor the use of ..ie club's facilities. 

It is hoped that Albany will be able to make 
the regatta an annual event. 

VISIT TO HMAS STUART BY 
NAVAL RESERVE CADETS 

At 0800 on FrMay. 30 March, tea aaval 
reserve cadets from the Training Skip 
Vaacouver embarked on HMAS STUART for a 
trip to Eaperaace a port 500 kilometres east of 
Alkaay. 

Those cadets to embark on the 
Stuart were: Lsmn Paul Hinge. Lsmn John 
Waghorn. Lsmn Paul Heaney. PO Scott Prior. 
Smn Dallas Boston. Smn Devon Barto. Smn 
Martin Coutts. Ret Andrew Hinge. Ret 
Kevin Heaney. Ret Kenworthy. 

For many of the cadets involved it was the 
realisation of a lifetime dream to go to sea with 
the Navy. 

Following is an account of their voyage as 
written by Lsmn Paul Hinge and Lsmn John 
Waghorn. 

08CO the cadets mustered on the Albany 
whart alongside HMAS STUART, from there 
we marched up on the ship, saluted the colours 
and the officer of the day. from there we were 
assigned to our sleeping quarters. After settl
ing in we were paraded to the fo'c'sle and fell 
in forward of the gun. We remained there until 
the ship had cleared the harbour and was well 
into King George's Sound. For the next two 
hours we were involved in a man-overboard 
drill, where a ship's diver jumped overboard 
with a line to rescue a so called 'man-
overboard'. Then we watched an anchor-drop 
before heading out of the Sound. It was now 
time for our first meal on board. Standing in 
line was an event on its own, because we had 
great difficulty in staying in the one place and 
coming to terms with the ships movement. 
After collecting our food we went to the mess 
hall and tried to eat lunch. Some cadets were 
already feeling nauseated! After SCRAN we 
were called to One deck aft, where we were 
taught pistol and sub-machine gun drill. Two 
cadets from the same family had to retire due 
to a lesser ability to withhold their SCRAN. 
From here we moved to the starboard bridge 
wing to try our skills at using a 40 calibre 
machine gun. Some seagulls had near misses. 
From here a sinking drill was performed, 
where all cadets moved to their life boat area 
for roll call. After thi. all cadets moved to the 

quarterdeck to try out their skills with pistols 
and sub-machine guns. The two cadets who 
retired earlier rejoined us. while Lsmn 
Waghom left the group and went with an ETS 
sailor to gain some experience on what this 
field entails. Once again it was time for 
SCRAN after which we watched a video and 
some lucky cadets headed for bed. Other 
cadets mustered for night duty. On duly we 
spent an hour on the quarter deck as life boat 
sentry. 

The next hour on the helm, the third 
hour on the starboard bridge wing and the 
final hour on the port bridge wing. By early 
morning on Saturday, 31st March, we were in 
sight of Esperance. We had SCRAN and 
cleaned up into 10s for berthing. During the 
berthing an Officer played the bagpipes. We 
then collected our belongings and moved into 
hired cars for the return trip to Albany. And so 
ended 24 of the best hours we have spent. 

TS VANCOUVER was well represented at 
this year's ANZAC day service that com
menced at I0.4S am, Wednesday. 25th April. 

Close to a full complement of Naval reserve 
cadets ably led by Sblt Peter Hare (NRC). 
took part in the parade that commenced in 
Lockyer Avenue and proceeded along York 
Street to finish in Stirling Terrace. 

Albany turned on a wonderful day of 
sunshine with the bugler high on the parapet 
of Saint John's Anglican Church making a 
splendid sight as he played the Last Post. 

The day was slightly marred due to several 
cadets fainting. 

| 

VICTORIA'S FIRST NAVY 
LEAGUE BRANCH 

FORMED 

On the 7th March, 19*4, a 
Warrant of Commission was 
issued to the Geelong (Vie) 
Branch. 

Thai is tb* firat Vlctoriaa Breach aad Hi 
haaaajaj <• the awahahai «r»• aaaMnaa 
far L C D ! R. H. Appktoa (Ret'd). 

Kollowiag aa Ma rctiriBMal free* 
the Command of ibe Naval Rnerve Trato-
kaj Ship "BARWON", Bob Aeadetea 
feted the accessary twelve memhrrt. 
gained their aappart aad eaeroachtd the 
Vlctoriaa Exacatfvc. 

Slacc iher, n u t hat* asked to Jaia the 
branch aad It la iailaig,nl that Cu l iag 
will aaaa have a stzaMe group of people 
backing the Nary League aad ils aints aad 
ambitions 

The a m execatWe. elected at a am trine; 
at the Royal Geetaag Yacht Cl.b. are aa 
follows: PiiaUial R. H. APPLETOV 
Vlee-Prnidtal Mr R. : SCOTT, 
Secretary /Trent.rer Mr P. JAMES, Com-
aUttee Mrs P. EVANS aad Mr N. 
EVANS. All members of the Navy 
Uaaae „Kh the Geeseec Branch every 
••CCOB !• its fMcivowrs. 
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